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ABSTRACT

The Integrative Effects of Promotion Attributes:
Implications for Effective Promotion Design

by

QI Suntong

Master of Philosophy

Promotion attributes, such as giveaways, time limitation and exclusivity, are
commonly studied separately. Previous studies may focus on how individual attributes
(e.g. time pressure or price discounts) affect sales, but seldom consider the integrative
effect of them. As individual attributes are often found to have a bilateral effect (both
positive and negative) on sales, in this thesis, we explore how different attributes can
be aligned with each other and integrated with different level of brand strength
according to fit logic. That is how promotion elicits sales and generates word-of-mouth
impact in terms of the configuration of promotional attributes and brand strength. We
conduct a field study of 625 online promotion campaigns and discover several
effective configurations of promotion attributes through qualitative comparative
analysis (QCA). Based on the configurations we have found, we hypothesize that
strong brands should adopt non-monetary promotion, while weak brands should adopt
monetary promotion; exclusivity and time limitation should be kept mutually
exclusive in a single promotion for sales stimulation. Three experiments are designed
to test these hypotheses. Focusing on the integrative effect of promotional attributes
allows researchers to have a holistic view of causally relevant conditions for designing
an effective promotion. This study has important theoretical implications that can
facilitate marketers’ understanding and predictions of deal recipients’ responses to
promotions.
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION
Sales promotions are marketing activities that offer consumers an extra incentive to
buy, usually in the short-term. As one of the promotion mix ( others are advertisement,
public relations and personal selling), it continues to be a large part of the marketing
communication expenditures (Hardesty & Bearden, 2003). Proved by previous
research, sales promotion can help companies to stimulate unplanned consumptions
on both promoted and non-promoted merchandise (Inman, McAlister, & Hoyer, 1990;
Mulhern & Padgett, 1995), to accelerate passenger flows (Walters & Rinne, 1986),
and to reduce inventory by encouraging consumers to stockpile (Ailawadi & Neslin,
1998). To attain different goals, corporations are allocating an increasing amount of
investments on sales promotion, and becoming progressively creative in providing
promotion campaigns to consumers (Raghubir, Inman, & Grande, 2004). A wide
range of promotion tactics and a variety of giveaways are being used by companies
(Raghubir et al., 2004). The need to probe into promotion shoots up with the capital
and efforts spent on promotions. Designing an effective promotion to arouse
consumers' enthusiasm becomes a crux.

Carrying out a promotion requires numerous design issues: what to give (giveaways,
such as monetary and non-monetary), who to target (exclusivity), when to release
and for how long (time and duration). More than a decade, researchers have put their
efforts on the effect of a particular single promotion attribute on purchase decisions
(Ailawadi & Neslin, 1998). For example, promotions offering premium will reduce
consumers' willingness to pay for both the key products and the premium (Kamins,
Folkes, & Fedorikhin, 2009). Single promotion attribute does have a bilateral impact
on promotion effectiveness, for instance, an exclusive promotion targeting at a
I

certain group of people can either accelerate or inhibit sales, depending on customers'
demographics and their transactional histories (Barone & Roy, 2010). Research to
date has examined promotion attributes separately and found individual effects to be
ambiguous and inconsistent across different settings (Fox, Montgomery, & Lodish,
2004; Grewal et al., 2011). While previous promotion research focuses on the
individual impact of the promotion attributes, this thesis draws on the "fit logic" of
configuration theory to investigate the integrative impact of multiple attributes on
promotion effectiveness. Based on the bilateral nature of promotion attributes and
constant controversies over the effect of individual promotion attributes, we propose
that the effectiveness of a promotion does not dependent on single attribute but on
the configuration of all attributes. Specifically, we posit that any of the promotion
attributes can either foster or inhibit promotion effectiveness, depending on the
configuration with other attributes.

Jumping out of commonly used conventional, variable-based perspective, this thesis
emphasis on the "fit" among promotion attributes by considering the effect of
different combination of attributes on promotion effectiveness. Following the
philosophy of fit logic, it is the relationships and complementarities among multiple
attributes, rather than individual attributes, that give each promotion a unique nature
(Fiss, 2011; Rihoux & Ragin, 2009). Effective promotions also depend on the extent
to which the attribute configuration fits the promotion purpose of market expansion
or customer acceleration. Potentially, there is more than one effective configuration
for each promotion purpose. Apart from promotion attributes, we also take brand
strength into consideration when designing effective promotion campaigns, because
consumers' response to a promotion campaign highly depends on the internal traits
2

of promoted brand (Yi & Yoo, 2011). Therefore, in this thesis we attempt to figure
out how different promotion attributes should be aligned with each other and fit the
brand strength to achieve promotion purposes (effectiveness).

In regard to promotion effectiveness, we focus on market expansion (measured by
sales) and customer acceleration (measured by word-of-mouth volume). Promotions
are frequently used to stimulate sales, however, it goes beyond as economic incentive
to purchase (Raghubir et al., 2004). Promotions can also affect consumers' deal
evaluations (Darke & Chung, 2005; Grewal, Krishnan, Baker, & Borin, 1998; Kim &
Kramer, 2006). Consumers' evaluation towards promotion will, in return, determine
how they communicate with other potential consumers through word-of-mouth
(Anderson, 1998). As WOM plays a major role when people deliberate the purchase
of products and service, designing promotion to effectively frame consumers' WOM
behavior is also pivotal (Bansal & Voyer, 2000; Engel, Kegerreis, & Blackwell, I 969;
Schmitt, Skiera, & Bulte, 2011). In this thesis, promotion that can stimulate sales
(market expansion) and generate word-of-mouth (customer acceleration) is regarded
as effective. Based on the results, marketers can formulate an appropriate promotion
campaign that fits with different promotion purposes.

We conducted a field study as exploratory research as well as laboratory experiments
to verify exploratory findings. Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) was adopted
as an analysis tool to explore the effective configurations of promotion attributes
based on the data of 625 promotion campaigns in the fashion industry. QCA is a mix
of qualitative and quantitative analysis, grounded in set-theoretic methods, not
correlations, which is proved to be a powerful tool for analyzing complex causal
3

relationship (Woodside, 2013). Through the findings in the exploratory field study,
we developed two hypotheses for further testing. Three experiments were then
designed to verify these two hypotheses and supportive results were found.

We organize the rest of the thesis as follows. In Chapter 2, we review the literature
on consumers' response to sales promotion and summarize the effects of individual
promotion attributes on consumer perception and purchase behavior. In Chapter 3,
we develop a theoretical framework and come up with several research propositions.
Chapter 4 introduces set-theoretic methods (Qualitative Comparative Analysis) to be
adopted in identification of effective configurations of promotion attributes and
discusses the advantages of using such a method. Chapter 5 reports the findings from
an exploratory study on the data of 625 promotional campaigns. We use QCA to
identify several effective promotion configurations, taking into account of different
promotion purposes and brand strength. Two specific hypotheses are developed
based on the exploratory study at the end of Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we conduct
three scenario-based experiments to verify the hypotheses in an online setting.
Chapter 7 provides an overall conclusion and discusses the implications and
limitations of the thesis.
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Chapter 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Given the importance and long history of sales promotion, the marketing literature has
accumulated a vast body of knowledge about how promotion works (Grewal et al.,
2011). Previous research has studied the underlying mechanism of consumers’
response to sales promotion through individual demographic and psychographic
characteristics such as coupon proneness, value consciousness, or market mavenism
(Feick & Price, 1987; Lichtenstein, Netemeyer, & Burton, 1990, 1995; Mittal, 1994a)
Later, as certain consumers’ response can not be explain by these factors, benefit is
proved to be a major reason that consumers respond to sales promotion.

2.1 Benefits of Promotion
In the context of promotion, benefit is defined as the personal value consumers attach
to a promotion, in other words, what consumers think a promotion can provide to them
(Chandon, Wansink, & Laurent, 2000; Keller, 1993). Similar to most classifications
of customer value, the benefits from sales promotions can be further distinguished into
utilitarian (extrinsic) and hedonic (intrinsic) benefits (Mittal, 1994b; Park, Jaworski,
& Maclnnis, 1986).

For utilitarian benefits, utility theory (Thaler, 1985) gave that the total utility of sales
promotion comes from both acquisition utility and transaction utility. Acquisition
utility is defined as the difference between the utility of purchased good and purchase
price. It relates to the economic gain or loss from certain purchase transaction. The
5

transaction utility is about the pleasure (or displeasure) associated with the financial
terms that comes from the comparison between consumers’ internal reference prices
and the actual purchase price. In this case, monetary promotion can increase both
acquisition and transaction utility as it allows consumers to pay in a lower purchase
price. Deal recipients feel good about non-monetary promotion because it increases
the acquisition utility by providing extra utility from premium.

Apart from utilitarian benefits (e.g., savings, quality, and convenience), hedonic
benefits reward consumers with intrinsically experiential emotions such as
entertainment pleasure and self-esteem (Chandon et al., 2000). As hedonic benefits
usually correspond to consumers’ underlying needs for social approval or expression,
consumers may value exclusive promotion because it relates to their self-concept
(Solomon, 1983). Nonmonetary promotions provide consumers with hedonic benefits
as it provides opportunities for exploration (Chandon et al., 2000). Previous studies
have confirmed that various promotion attributes can vary in the types and levels of
benefits as perceived by consumers. The benefit of a promotion is not a simple sum up
effect, as some attributes could have synergistic or conflicting effect with others.
However, the combination effect of promotion attributes on consumer behavior
remains unclear.

6

2.2 Monetary versus Nonmonetary Promotions
Marketers have the option to offer monetary or non-monetary giveaways when
designing promotions. Monetary promotion is framed as a loss reducing the initial
purchase price while non-monetary promotion is framed as a gain segregated from the
original purchase price (Chandon et al., 2000; Thaler, 1985) . Monetary promotion
decreases the denominator of the ratio (pay out) while non-monetary promotion
increases the numerator (gain in), thus both of them can affect consumers’ perceived
value of a promotion (Hardesty, 1998). Monetary promotions usually present as shelfprice discounts, coupons, rebates and price packs (Chandon et al., 2000), which tend
to be effective on traffic generation (Grewal et al., 1998) and brand performance
(Chakraborty & Cole, 1991; Dodson, Tybout, & Sternthal, 1978). Whereas nonmonetary promotions present in the form of free gifts, premiums, BOGOF (buy one
get one free), sweepstakes, contests and loyalty programs (Chandon et al., 2000),
which usually involve delayed rewards and are more relationship-based (Kwok &
Uncles, 2005).

Monetary promotions have played a substantial role in the promotions and purchasing
of products for a long time (Blattberg & Neslin, 1990). Most prior studies have
investigated consumers’ responses toward monetary promotion. However, nonmonetary promotion offers free gifts and premiums, whose value is uncertain at the
point of purchase, deserves greater intention when studying sales promotion (Choi,
7

Stanyer, & Kim, 2010; Sinha & Smith, 2000). As marketers and scholars have found
that monetary promotion can damage profitability and brand equity as well as
undermine perception of quality, they are calling for alternatives (Abraham & Lodish,
1989; Kahn & McAlister, 1997; Mela, Gupta, & Lehmann, 1997). Non-monetary
promotions are gaining popularity (Nunes & Park, 2003; Palazon & Delgado‐Ballester,
2009). For example, premium, product or a service offered free or at a relatively low
price in return for the purchase of one or many products or services, has become one
of the most popular types of nonmonetary promotions (d'Astous & Jacob, 2002).

2.3 Promotion with Time Limit
Time limitation has been identified as an important exogenous variable for consumer
purchase decision (Howard & Sheth, 1969). Generally speaking, every promotion can
be seen as limited time offer since none of them lasts forever. However, in this research
we apply a stricter definition of time limitation and consider only those explicitly
mentioning about time restriction as promotion with time limit. Limited-time-only
deals, acts as a skillful manipulation of visceral factors, arouse unexplained urgency
to consumers and encourage them to make decision at the moment rather than careful
deliberation (Loewenstein, 1996). Even mere presence of a restriction can lead
consumers to infer that a deal is a good one, so restriction is regarded as “promoters”
of promotions (Inman, Peter, & Raghubir, 1997).
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Previous research has investigated the reasons why time limited promotion works.
Prospective theory suggested that people are more sensitive to losses than gains
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Mowen & Mowen, 1991), and have stronger reaction to
negative changes comparing to positive changes (Raghubir, 2006). When consumers
have tendency to avoid losses associated with the promotional opportunities under
scarcity conditions (Inman & McAlister, 1994), time limited promotion would be more
appealing. Facing the possibility of “loss”, people will take on riskier decisions due to
loss aversion (here is to buy the promotional item). When the deadline is mentioned,
consumers notice the possibility of losing the opportunity to take advantage of the
promotional offer. If consumers initially frame a promotion as a potential gain, time
limitation information may lead them to reframe the promotion as a potential loss
(Spears, 2001). "...The shift to the loss frame should increase the probability of
redemption as the expiration date approaches" (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). Because
of this, imposing a time restriction on a promotion can accelerate purchase.

Regret theory provides another theoretical basis for the expiration effect. Regret theory
states that an individual evaluates his or her expected reactions to a future event or
situation which bridges the past and the future in the present (Zeelenberg & Pieters,
2007). Regret is described as an emotion stemming from comparing one’s own
decision or action with the state of a forgone alternative (Bell, 1985). It was found that
regret affect consumers’ behavior: when instructed to anticipate regret, people show
9

higher likelihood to take the current available preferential price (Simonson, 1992). A
market response model was developed to figure out consumers’ cumulative coupon
redemptions behavior over time (Ward & Davis, 1978). Based on this, Inman and
McAlister (1994) proposed an “Expiration Model” with the idea that when consumers
anticipate they will feel regret for missing an expired coupon's savings, their tendency
to avoid regret should increase as the coupon's expiration date draws closer. Hence, as
the expiration date approaches, consumers show higher likelihood to redeem the
coupon (Inman & McAlister, 1994).

According to previous study (Inman et al., 1997), there are three possible routes
through which restrictions could affect consumer behavior: (i) the affective route,
consumers may feel irritated or inconvenienced about the offer, (ii) the economic route,
through making the consumer feel losing an opportunity to stockpile at a low price, or
forcing him or her to make additional purchases; or (iii) the informative route, through
changing what consumers believe about the transaction.

2.4 Exclusive Promotion
Exclusive promotion is the promotion that is offered selectively to some consumers
but not to others (Barone & Roy, 2010). Thus, consumers are either deal recipients or
non-recipients. Nowadays, vast databases enable marketers to make specific offers to
individual consumers to reward repeat purchases, depending on their prior purchase
behavior, (Acquisti & Varian, 2005; Drèze & Nunes, 2009). Marketers use exclusive
10

promotion to build stronger company-customer relationships, increase customer
satisfaction and stimulate consumption (Homburg, Droll, & Totzek, 2008; Lacey, Suh,
& Morgan, 2007). The Pareto Principle (or the 80/20 rule, the law of a vital few) states
that a large fraction of a firm’s sales and profits come from a small proportion of
customers, thus how to reward these loyal customers is a vital business decision (Drèze
& Nunes, 2009; McFerran & Argo, 2014). Exclusive promotion is a useful tool to
reward these consumers as it provides deal recipients promotional giveaways as hard
benefits as well as recognition as soft benefits (Arbore & Estes, 2013). Exclusive deals
help companies to avoid or minimize a trade-off between universal high or low price
by charging different prices to different consumers (Feinberg, Krishna, & Zhang,
2002), and are more efficient than across-the-board sales in dealing with priceinsensitive consumers sales promotions (Feinberg et al., 2002).

From a purely economic perspective, rational consumers make their purchase
decisions solely based on the prices they receive regardless of the prices offered to
other consumers (Feinberg et al., 2002). However, as equity frameworks suggested,
consumers are not that rational because their reactions to a promotion are not only
decided by the outcomes they receive but also by interpersonal comparison (Adams,
1965; Bolton & Ockenfels, 2000; Greenberg, 1986). People can hardly avoid social
comparison, which is pervasive both consciously and unconsciously (Gilbert, Giesler,
& Morris, 1995) and forced by circumstances (Wheeler & Miyake, 1992; Wood, 1989).
11

People feel better when they perceive themselves to be superior rather than inferior to
others (Giordano, Wood, & Michela, 2000; Locke & Nekich, 2000). Preferential
treatment can enhance recipients’ evaluations of the targeted promotion (Greenberg,
1987; Loewenstein, Thompson, & Bazerman, 1989). In the pre-Internet days,
information is not transparent enough that few consumers can learn about firms'
preferential pricing policies and have no knowledge about the prices firms offer to
others. However, the spread of information is rapid nowadays, people can quickly
know about firm’s preferential price (Feinberg et al., 2002). Therefore, deal nonrecipients will feel less favorable preferences for a targeted deal from which they are
excluded. Recent research suggests that exclusive promotions sometimes are not
perceived appealing if deal recipients adopt a collectivist self-construal rather than
independent self-construal (Barone & Roy, 2010). People with collectivist selfconstrual concern more about fairness. They perceive exclusive promotion is unfair
and give less preference on it, even though they are recipients.

To summarize, previous research focuses on the mere effect of particular promotion
attributes and suggests inconsistent effects of individual promotion attributes on
purchase decisions. In this thesis, we will draw on “fit logic” to develop my research
framework. Instead of looking at linear associations among promotional attributes, we
examine the integrative effect among promotion attributes and identify the effective
combinations of attributes that can increase sales and generate WOM impact.
12

Chapter 3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
In this research, we draw on configuration theory to investigate how promotion
attributes should be aligned with one another and fit specific promotion purpose to
produce the desired effect in generating WOM impact and stimulating product sales.
An explication of the conceptual framework is presented in Figure 1. We conceptualize
the promotion effectiveness as a joint function of promotion attributes as well as
perceived brand strength.

[Insert Figure 1]

3.1 Configuration Effects of Promotion Attributes
Previous studies have examined promotion attributes separately and found complex
trade-off effects on consumer perception and purchase (Darke & Chung, 2005; Palazón
& Delgado, 2009). These research findings are all based on the assumption that
individual promotion attributes have linear effect on promotion effectiveness, and
suggest that the individual effects of promotion attributes are ambiguous and
inconsistent across different settings (Fox et al., 2004; Grewal et al., 2011). In this
thesis, we are not confined by traditional linear effect assumption, but propose that the
effect of individual attribute is affected by the presence or absence of other attributes.
According to attribute information processing literature, for a complex offering,
consumer will perceive the attributes as a holistic pattern of interdependent stimuli if
the attributes have relational properties rather than atomistic properties (Veryzer &
13

Hutchinson, 1998). Therefore, we argue that consumers perceive promotion campaign
as a “gestalt” of a bundle of interlinked attributes. The configuration of elements has
been proved to have significant impact on consumers’ perceptions (Bell, Holbrook, &
Solomon, 1991; Lennon, 1990). This line of reasoning is based on fit logic
(configuration theory) and promotion literature.

Configuration concepts have been served as a footstone for theory construction in
various areas with long history (Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985; Fry & Smith, 1987).
Terms like “match,” “fit,” “alignment,” “contingent,” “congruence,” “complementary,”
and “consistency” are used by scholars to denote configuration that examine the
holistic relationships among various variables (Vorhies & Morgan, 2003). The fit
implies that individual attributes in a promotion design are not important intrinsically,
but the way they align with each other determines promotion effectiveness
(Venkatraman, 1989). There are three principles underlying the configuration theory:
(1) the outcomes of interest rarely result from a single causal factor; (2) causal factors
rarely operate in isolation; (3) the same causal factor may have different (even
opposing) effects depending on the context (Greckhamer, Koro-Ljungberg, Cilesiz, &
Hayes, 2008). We consider the design of an effective promotion as a multidimensional
task. A promotion design usually contains more than one attribute, and the promotion
effectiveness is determined by all the attributes included. Consumers perceive different
promotion attributes in a single promotion holistically. Only when promotion
14

attributes are properly configured with one another, and suited to a specific promotion
purpose, is effectiveness likely to be achieved. In other words, the effectiveness of a
promotion derives from the perceived appeal of “holistic” appearance, which consists
of various promotion attributes. The effect of single promotion attribute on promotion
is not fixed, but varied depending on the presence of other attributes. For example,
promotion with time limitation activates a cognitive resource that can be used to judge
the attractiveness of a promotion offer. If no other informative cue is available, this
resource leads to an inference of “good value”; if there are other value-related cues,
the resource activated by time limitation will be used to process those cues (Inman et
al., 1997). Therefore, time limitation could stimulate either favorable or unfavorable
judgments, depending on whether there are other informative cues available at the
same time. Therefore, we propose the following:

Proposition 1: The same promotion attribute can either foster or inhibit promotion
effectiveness, depending upon how it is configured with other attributes.

Fit-as-gestalts is the root of configuration theory (Ragin, 2000). Instead of looking at
a few variables or at linear associations among such variables, we should try to find
frequently recurring clusters of attributes or gestalts (Miller, 1981). Although the
different configurations of factors can potentially be numerous, equifinal
configurations that effectively explain the phenomenon typically reduce to a few
15

coherent patterns of attributes (Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985). Equifinality refers to a
situation where multiple forms of antecedent attributes combination can be equally
effective to reach ideal final state through different paths (Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985;
Gresov & Drazin, 1997; Katz & Kahn, 1978) This concept is strongly supported by
previous research (Doty, Glick, & Huber, 1993; Jennings, Rajaratnam, & Lawrence,
2003). Drawing on configuration theory, we assume that there do not exist a priori
criterion for effective promotions, every combination that reaches our expected
outcome (sales or word-of-mouth impact) will be an effective combination. Disparate
configurations of promotion attributes are equifinal in leading to effectiveness. We
propose the following:

Proposition 2: There is more than one effective configuration for a specific
promotion purpose.

3.2 Promotion Attributes and Perceived Psychological Distance
Previous research on psychological distance introduced “construal level theory (CLT)”
to examine how psychological distance influences individuals’ thoughts and behavior
(Trope, Liberman, & Wakslak, 2007). Four dimensions of psychological distance
(temporal, social, spatial, and hypothetical) are identified by abstractness. Temporal
distance represents distance of the time (past or future) of the target event with current
time (e.g., one month later vs. ten year later); social distance represents how social
target distinct from perceiver’s self (e.g., self vs. others, friend vs. stranger); spatial
16

distance represents how distal is the space where target event happen from the space
where the perceiver is (e.g., local vs. global); and hypothetical distance represents the
possibility of the target event to happen (e.g., likely to happen vs. unlikely to happen).
Besides these four dimensions, experiential distance was also introduced, which
characterizes first-hand, direct experience as experientially near while indirect
experience is experientially distant (Fiedler, 2007). Research show that these
psychological distances will affect how people form mental construal and that the
mental construal will, in turn, independently relevant to consumers’ prediction,
evaluation, and behavior. For instance, as temporal distance increases, abstract features
of the object are assigned higher weights (perceived more important) than concrete
ones in forming consumers’ preferences (Trope & Liberman, 2000).

According to construal level theory, concrete and contextualized characteristics versus
abstract and stable characteristics will lead people to form different levels of mental
construal (Trope & Liberman, 2000). Objects with low-level features are construed as
psychologically near whereas high-level features are construed as psychologically
distant. Consider, for example, you decide to go to a party with a friend. The low-level
construal of this event might be the name of your friend, the venue of the party, and
the dress code for that party. In contrast, a high-level construal of this event could be
“having fun”, which overlooks the specific features of the activity and involves an
implicit distinction between the central and peripheral features of that activity.
17

Knowing the communalities among different dimensions of psychological distance
enables us to import questions and solutions through one psychological dimension to
the other.

In this thesis, we propose that promotions with time limits versus those without time
limits, exclusive versus inclusive offers and monetary versus non-monetary giveaways
represent temporal, social and experiential distances respectively for consumers. First,
people put more value on immediate events and outcomes (temporally near) than
future ones (Trope & Liberman, 2000). Time limits affect the feasibility of an activity
and thus involve a low level construal that is more likely to be the focus of a nearfuture decision (Kyung, Menon, & Trope, 2014; Liberman & Trope, 1998). Second,
social distance is the measure of space between two or more social groups or
individuals. Far distances appear when people of one social group feel that they cannot
relate to or are excluded from another group. We argue that exclusive promotions lead
to perceptional inequity among deal recipients (the in-group) and non-recipients (the
out-group). Third, monetary and non-monetary incentives differ in their experimental
distance for consumers, and these types of incentives can be represented as high- and
low-level construal, respectively. Non-monetary giveaways provide more hedonic
benefits and first-hand product experience, which act as a cue to increasing product
accessibility and making the product more likely to be mentioned and desired (Cialdini,
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2001; Hoch & Ha, 1986). Therefore, non-monetary giveaways are more experientially
near comparing to monetary giveaways.

A considerable amount of previous research emphasizes the value of fit, and indicates
that an external stimulus has the greatest effect when it fits the internal mind-set of the
consumer (Higgins, Idson, Freitas, Spiegel, & Molden, 2003). The match between the
strategic manners with individual’s current mind-set will increase the engagement with
a task (Lee, Keller, & Sternthal, 2010). The Weber-Fechner law (Dehaene, 2003)
demonstrates a decreasing sensitivity to sensory magnitudes, which is also applicable
to human perception of distance (e.g.,Grewal & Marmorstein, 1994). For instance,
people are more sensitive to a change of moving from a near to a distant position than
to the same change from a distant position to a further distal position. Construal level
theory posits that when different distance dimensions can be unified under one
psychological space, and the effect of distance induced by one dimension on the
perceived distance of an event will diminish as the distance induced by the other
dimension increases (Kim, Zhang, & Li, 2008). We apply this logic to the dimensions
of temporal distance and experiential distance. It is suggested that monetary
promotions (which are associated with central information at a higher construal level)
have a greater effect on consumers’ preference for the distant future (Liu, Lehdonvirta,
Alexandrova, & Nakajima, 2012). Non-monetary promotions, however, contain
peripheral information at a lower construal level, and thus have a greater effect on
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consumer preferences for the near future. Indeed, consumers often attach greater
significance to events whose benefits are easier to visualize and to be experienced
immediately, and this response can lead to increased involvement and purchases
(Chandran & Menon, 2004; Prelec & Loewenstein, 1991). Thus, non-monetary
incentives with a time constraint tend to boost the chances that an offer will be brought
up in conversations, but the time will diminish its attractiveness. However, the benefits
provided by monetary giveaways are more central and will remain desirable over time.
The same line of thinking also applies to the joint effects of temporal distance with
social distance, and of experiential distance and social distance. Based on the logic
elaborated above, we make the following prediction: when two dimensions of
psychological distance are involved in a promotion, they will interactively influence
promotion effectiveness.

Proposition 3: The match between the construal levels of any two dimensions will
generate more WOM impact and sales, and the effect of distance induced by one
dimension will diminish as the distance induced by the other dimension increases.

3.3 Promotion Attributes and Perceived Brand Strength
Brand strength has a significant influence on consumers’ product evaluations as well
as product success (Page & Herr, 2002). In this thesis, we define brand strength
through a consumer’s perspective. We adopt the conceptualization of strong brands as
enjoying high brand awareness and well-established brand associations (Keller, 1993;
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Ryu & Feick, 2007). Perceived brand strength can influence consumers’ knowledge
accessibility, and the knowledge comes to mind, as well as their response to marketing
activity for that brand (Keller, 1993). Consumers have higher accessibility to and more
favorable evaluations on brand-related information for strong brands (Aaker, 1996;
Farquhar, 1989).

As indicated by the utility benefit hypothesis, reference point determines how
consumers respond to sales promotion (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). Consumers form
reference price on their product experience and/or readily accessible information from
the environment (Zeithaml & Graham, 1983). Strong brands, in this case, can be
treated as diagnostic cues for product quality evaluation (Maheswaran, Mackie, &
Chaiken, 1992; Richardson, Dick, & Jain, 1994). In contrast, as consumers know little
about relatively weak brands, the brand name of a weak brand will not be treated as
diagnostic cues. Since brands varying in strength have different informational value,
the presence of other information will carry different weight (Anderson, 1965). Given
that, perceived brand strength determines whether the internal reference price is based
on previous brand knowledge or other information. When someone has no product
knowledge, familiarity will work as a heuristic cue to influence his decision. It has
been proved that premium offered by prestigious brand will be valued higher (Palmeira
& Srivastava, 2013). For instance, if a high-end car manufacturer offers a free GPS,
one would expect the quality of the GPS to be high. Research shows that consumers
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respond to stronger and weaker brands promotion differently. Price discount works
better for higher-quality (stronger) brand rather than lower-quality (weaker) brand
(Blattberg & Wisniewski, 1989). Thus, we posit that perceived brand strength is a vital
factor for promotion effectiveness. The design of promotion attributes should fit with
corresponding brand strength.

It is also expected that brand strength will affect consumers’ willingness to spread
word-of-mouth. Strong brands are more likely to be associated with higher brand
commitment and loyalty (Blattberg & Wisniewski, 1989). Consumers are more
confident on their choice of strong brands thus more willing to share and recommend
to others. As for weak brands, consumers feel less confident to recommend the brand
to friends, therefore they have less motivation to spread WOM (Ryu & Feick, 2007).
Based on aforementioned information, brand strength is an important consideration
when designing promotional framings (e.g., price discounts or premiums). However,
it is still not clear that how brands varying in strength should fit with different
promotional giveaways to increase the promotion effectiveness. We will explore the
fit issue in the exploratory study (Study One).
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Chapter 4. METHODOLOGY
In this thesis, both exploratory study on the field data and experimental studies are
adopted to investigate effective promotion configurations. In study one, we investigate
the effective configurations based on a field data and derive two hypotheses from the
exploratory findings. These two hypotheses are tested in Study Two. These two studies
complement each other, because the strength of one design could compensate for the
other (e.g., Kerlinger, 1986). The field data analysis produces interesting findings in
real and natural environment, which are more likely to be generalized, but we can
hardly rule out other possible determinants in explaining the outcome variables.
Therefore, we further verify the findings in the experimental settings, through which
we are able to control most of the conditions and to isolate factors thought to be
important in the outcome. By using both field study and experimental studies in this
research, it helps to establish internal validity and external validity (generalizability)
of our findings (Wayne & Ferris, 1990). If the effective promotion configurations
revealed in the field data analysis can converge with the findings of the experiment, it
will increase the robustness of our findings.

We use Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) as an analytic approach when
processing the field data to explore the holistic relationships between the outcome of
interest (promotion effectiveness) and all possible combinations of binary states
(presence or absence) of its predictors (promotion attributes) (Longest & Vaisey, 2008).
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As it is not commonly used in marketing research, we will explain the basics of QCA
and how it is different from other conventional methods in this chapter.

4.1 The Basics of Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA)
QCA is one of set-theoretic methods that perform comparative case analysis through
detailed within-case analysis and formalized cross-case comparisons (Legewie, 2013).
It was first introduced as a ‘macro-comparative’ approach by the American social
scientist Charles Ragin in 1987 for handling relatively low number of conditions
especially in sociology and political science (Berg-Schlosser & Quenter, 1996; Rihoux
& Ragin, 2009). Since then, the use of QCA has been improving at a steady pace for
further modification and extension (Ragin, 2006; Ragin, Shulman, Weinberg, & Gran,
2003; Ragin & Sonnett, 2005). With the complementation of other related methods
and techniques (Katz & Kahn, 1978), the application of QCA become able to deal with
medium-to-large number of conditions (Rihoux, Álamos-Concha, Bol, Marx, &
Rezsöhazy, 2013). During the last few years, QCA has been increasingly discussed
and become more and more widely used in other research fields such as management
and innovation (Fiss, 2007; Greckhamer, Misangyi, Elms, & Lacey, 2008).

QCA stems from case study research to construct analytical generalizations based on
empirical data (Vassinen, 2012). It is a mix qualitative-quantitative technique at two
levels: as an epistemological research strategy and as a set of concrete techniques
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(Rihoux, 2006). QCA uses case (rather than variable) as unit of analysis, which is
similar to the normal practice in traditional qualitative comparative research that
requires re-coding of certain cases or re-conceptualization of entire variables. When it
is considered as an analytical technique in a narrower sense, QCA works similar to
quantitative, variable-oriented techniques (like regression analysis) for data analysis,
which can help to find empirical patterns when all conditions and the outcome from
cases are measured (Schneider & Wagemann, 2010). When characterized as a research
strategy, QCA suggests that configurations of attributes should be treated as cases for
analysis, based on the assumption that attributes affect outcome by the way they
combine rather than their individual effect (Fiss, 2007; Ordanini, Parasuraman, &
Rubera, 2013). By using set relations, QCA examines not only individual cases but
also clusters of similar cases to explore cross-case patterns. It models relations among
variables in terms of set membership and uses Boolean algebra to identify
configurations that reflect the necessary or sufficient conditions for the outcome of
interest (Rihoux, 2006; Rihoux & Ragin, 2009).

QCA provides a rigorous way to combine verbal statements with logical relationships
like a ‘dialogue between (theoretical) ideas and (empirical) evidence (Ragin, 2014).
Different from the conventional correlational view (which implies linearity, additive
effects, and unifinality), QCA allows for the expression of complex causal relations in
ways that generate new insight for configurational and strategy research (which
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stresses nonlinearity, synergistic effects, and equifinality) (Fiss, 2007). QCA stresses
multiple conjunctural causations where the configuration of independent variables
produces the complex causality (Rihoux, 2006). Based on this, several different
combinations of conditions could produce same final state through a variety of causal
paths, the effect we refer as equifinality (De Meur, Rihoux, & Yamasaki, 2002; Katz
& Kahn, 1978).

The implementation of a QCA analysis involves several steps (Fiss, 2011). We first
construct property space that lists all possible configurations of drivers of an outcome.
All cases are divided into different configurations according to their different
combinations of causally relevant attributes (Ragin, 1999a). In this step, only
categorical data can be allocated. A common concern with methods that use Boolean
algebra is that they tend to require dichotomous variables, thus placing undue
limitations on the task of categorizing cases. Fortunately, recent developments have
now incorporated ordinal and continuous variable into set-theoretic methods using
fuzzy sets (Ragin, 2005). We develop set-membership measurement to assess their
degree of membership in this set by using a fuzzy-set calibration. Fuzzy membership
scores present the varying degrees to which different cases belong to a set range from
0 (full non-membership in the set) to 1 (full membership in the set), with .5 as
intermediate membership levels in between (see Ragin, 2000; Zadeh, 1965, 1972).
This membership measurement helps to transfer continuous features into dichotomous
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form and to determine the allocation of ambiguous cases into corresponding
configurations (Boswell & Brown, 1999; Ragin, 2000, 2014). For example, giveaways
as a promotion attribute can not only be coded as presence or absence, but also can
provide meaningful thresholds for value (i.e., low, moderate, and high). After setting
the membership, we can employ a cross-case comparison between causal sets and
outcome sets and then calculate two key parameters: consistency and coverage, for
assessing the fit of QCA results (see Goertz, 2006; Ragin, 2006). These two parameters
combined are rich descriptors to express the adequacy of the analysis and assign
weights to revealed paths of an equifinal solution for more effective judgment and
better interpretation.

QCA borrows the merits from both case-oriented (qualitative) and variable-oriented
(quantitative) approaches (Ragin, 2014). It is important to note that the results
produced by QCA are used to reveal and explore patterns of configurations through
sets of cases or observations and provide support for the existence of such causal
relations rather than "prove" or “generate” them (Rihoux & Marx, 2013).

4.2 Comparison of QCA and Conventional Methods
Previous researchers have used a variety of interaction effects, clustering algorithms,
and deviation score approaches to identify configurations and their effects on key
outcome variable of performance (Fiss, 2007). Interaction effects through regression
analysis have been used to study configurations, but three-way interactions currently
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represent the boundaries of interpretable regression analysis, and questions about their
interpretation and stability persist (Dess, Lumpkin, & Covin, 1997). Furthermore,
relationships between variables need not be symmetric and tend to involve synergistic
effects that go beyond traditional interaction effects (Deley & Doty, 1996). More
precisely, configurational analysis stresses the concept of equifinality, suggesting that
there are frequently multiple paths to an outcome. Conventional methods of
multivariate regression analysis can only estimate a single path to an outcome.
However, in reality, there is no prior benchmark of what is an ideal design of
promotion; multiple promotional combinations might achieve the same ideal outcome.
Traditional methods can hardly deal with equifinality relationships among various
configurations. Correlational techniques are only applicable for symmetric causal
relationship where the presence of both given cause (independent variable) and
outcome (dependent variable) as evidence for the strength of that causal explanation
(Woodside, 2013). Ignoring the absence of independent variables can have impact in
certain cases, the causality of given cause and outcome of interest become indistinct
with a deflated coefficients and inflated variance in regression (Epstein, Duerr,
Kenworthy, & Ragin, 2008). Compared to correlation, QCA can overcome this
shortcoming by examining relatively large datasets with both presence and absence of
a given cause to reveal clear causal patterns that differ across subsets of cases.
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Similarly, cluster analysis and deviation scores to detect distinct groups often do not
allow the researcher to examine how different design elements work together. Cluster
Analysis (ANOVA or MANOVA) does not reflect causal relations because they only
focus on the differences between constellations of variables and cannot define the
intrinsic effect of individual elements to the whole (Fiss, 2007). Furthermore, the
clustering criteria heavily rely on subjective judgment of researchers. While in QCA,
the setting of membership and the threshold of outcome selection are based on
theoretical and substantive knowledge, thus reduce the reliance on sample
representativeness and provide more empirical insights (Fiss, 2007).

Deviation scores are theoretically more rigorous by defining an optimal solution and
calculating deviation scores between observed samples with defined “ideal”
configuration. But deviation scores lack the information about where the difference
comes from. It opposes sample dependence in that results are highly sensitive to the
defined optimal solution, which extremely relies on how the sample is composed.
However, QCA relaxes the assumptions about symmetry, linear-additivity,
homogeneity, and universality causality. For example, fuzzy set QCA holds relatively
relaxed assumption on data probability distribution. Calibration can help to reduce
sample dependence, as set membership is defined from substantive knowledge rather
than the sample mean, thus further diminishing the needs for sample representativeness
(Fiss, 2011).
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Besides the configuration concept and relax assumption, the ability to handle empirical
data with limited diversification is also one of the reasons people choose to employ
QCA (Soda & Furnari, 2012). In real life, sales promotion data belongs to this kind of
data as rare promotion campaigns can contain all possible promotion attributes or
contain no promotion attributes at all. In conventional quantitative analysis with
assumptions of causal additivity and linearity, we can hardly tell whether the
prediction really exist in market or not because the results even contain cases where
independent variables are devoid empirically (Ragin, 1999b).

In addition to the empirically driven research process, QCA has strong explorative
characters approaching the data due to its focus on complex causal structures,
comparing to statistical techniques. The precise exploration provided by QCA can
guide future direction in subsequent (comparative) case studies (Schneider &
Wagemann, 2010). In this thesis, we use QCA to examine the relationships between
promotion effectiveness and all possible combinations of predictors. The three
predictors under investigation are: monetary vs. non-monetary promotion, time
limitation and exclusivity. As we propose promotion design should be examined in a
holistic way, QCA is compatible with our theoretical framework and enables a holistic
comparison among different promotion configurations. Every promotion attribute has
contrarian cases to main effect. Due to the existence of contrarian cases,
configurational analysis should be adopted. By using QCA, we try to identify the
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conjunctive causal recipes of promotion attributes that can boost sales, generate WOM
impact.
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Chapter 5. STUDY ONE – FIELD STUDY
5.1 Description of Data
The data of Study One was provided by a leading fashion e-tailer in China who has
been in business since 2001. The name of the corporation needs to be kept anonymous
due to confidentiality. According to a survey conducted by a Chinese marketing
research firm “iResearch”, this company is one of the most popular fashion e-tailers
among female consumers, ranked the third domestic B2C clothing e-retailer in 2011.
The company provides various clothing options, including underwear, clothing,
accessories for different age groups and both genders.

The company operates an official website for transaction, as well as a public homepage
for promotion on a social network site (QQ.com, which is one of the largest and most
popular social media platforms in China). Its public homepage has nearly two million
followers, many of whom are consumers. The company has released product
promotion campaigns almost every day since 2011 on QQ homepage. Consumers are
encouraged to post reviews and give ratings such as “like” to the products. Consumers
can directly go to company’s website for purchasing by clicking the picture of the
promoted item, if they find it desirable to buy. Similar to Amazon, the company’s
website sells its own brands and other local and international fashion brands.
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The data we have are the details of 625 promotion campaigns from January 2011 to
December 2013, including the design of promotional attributes, product reviews, and
product prices. The company also provided daily sales of each promoted product
within one month after the promotion has been released. Among the 625 promotions,
the most popular types of incentives are cash coupon (representing monetary
promotion) and free gifts (representing non-monetary promotion). We re-coded each
promotion attributes for analysis, for instance, monetary promotion and non-monetary
promotion are coded separately as they are independent of each other in a single
promotion. Promotions providing cash coupon are coded as “1”, otherwise coded as
“0”. Similar rule is applied to non-monetary giveaways, promotions offering free gifts
are coded as “1”, otherwise coded as “0”. For time limitation, we coded promotions
explicitly or implicitly mentioning promotion deadline as “1”, otherwise coded as “0”.
For deal exclusivity, promotions targeting at a certain group of people (e.g. members)
were coded “1”, otherwise coded as “0”.

We use the accumulative monthly sales immediately after the promotion released as
dependent variable to represent the sales performance. Another dependent variable is
the volume of reviews, which is to represent the WOM impact generated by the
promotion.
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5.2 Asymmetric Relationship
Woodside (2013) suggested that the relationship between predictors and a dependent
variable could be symmetric or asymmetric. Symmetric relationship (correlation above
0.8) indicates high value of X is both necessary and sufficient for high value of Y to
occur, while asymmetric relationship (correlation below 0.8) indicates high value of X
is only sufficient but not necessary for high value of Y to occur, because low value of
X can lead to high value of Y as well.

We first conducted a correlational analysis on the data to test whether the relationship
between the variables is symmetric. Results can be found from Table 1, we can see the
pairwise correlations of promotion attributes (i.e. cash coupon, premium, time
limitation and exclusivity) with different dependent variables, which represent
different promotion purpose. All the correlations are below 0.8, indicating asymmetric
relationships. Following the suggestions by previous research, for asymmetric
relationships, we need to go beyond multiple regression analysis (hereafter MRA) and
move to more pragmatic and holistic research methodology (Gummesson, 2008;
Woodside, 2013).

[Insert Table 1]
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Statistical tools as multiple regression analysis (MRA) and structural equation
modelling (SEM) explicitly assume a symmetrical relationship. For instance, MRA is
used to test to what extent the relationship between predictors and dependent variable
is symmetrical. For an asymmetrical relationship (e.g., the relationship between
promotion attributes and the outcome variables), set-theoretic approach such as fuzzy
set qualitative comparative analysis is more appropriate, as suggested by a number of
scholars (Cheng, Chang, & Li, 2013; Fiss, 2011; Ragin, 2000; Woodside, 2013).
Qualitative Comparative Analysis approach (hereafter QCA) offers a pragmatic way
to organize multiple interdependent cause–effect relationships into a coherent
framework explaining variance in organizational innovation performance. Next, we
will use QCA to analyze the field data.

5.3 Qualitative Comparative Analysis
5.3.1 Reasons for using QCA in this study
Relationships between variables are not necessarily linear, and single antecedent
variable could produce different outcomes under specific circumstances (Urry, 2005).
We chose QCA as the approach to analyze the field data for the following reasons: (1)
we posit that there exists a complex and configurational relationship (but not additive
and linear relationship) among the variables, leading us to choose QCA (Fiss, 2007;
Schulze-Bentrop, 2013). (2) To identify the necessary and sufficient promotion
attributes for effective promotion designs, QCA is better than regression when the
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research question is of the “causes-of-effects” type rather than “effect-of-causes” type
(i.e., when looking for the effect of a particular factor on outcome) (Goertz & Mahoney,
2012). (3) QCA has strong explorative elements that can be used to test new ideas and
untried assumptions that are not embodied in established theories (Rihoux, 2006;
Schneider & Wagemann, 2010).

5.3.2 Procedure of QCA
Step 1: Property Space
We start QCA by defining the property space. The task is to locate all possible cases
with different combinations of causally relevant predictors. In most applications of
QCA, attributes are dichotomously coded as presence or absence (Ragin, 1999a). Our
study investigates three frequently used promotional attributes, which are monetary vs.
non-monetary, time limitation and exclusivity. The property space with all possible
configurations is listed as rows in Table 2, where the uppercase letters stand for the
presence of an attribute while lowercase letters represent its absence. There are four
attributes (cashcoupons, premium, limitedtime and exclusivity), 16 configurations
included in property spaces, which are all thought to be causally relevant with the
outcome variables. The presence of a factor is coded as one and absence is coded as
zero. The numbers and proportion of each condition are also reported in Table 2.

[Insert Table 2]
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Step 2: Membership Definition
In the second step, we need to specify the theoretical ideal membership with each case
for further analysis. For conditions not in dichotomous way, we need a calibration of
set membership. The coding rules for setting memberships must be transparent,
substantiated and explicit, basing on theoretical knowledge, expert judgment and
empirical evidence (Sehring, Korhonen-Kurki, & Brockhaus, 2013). As all promotion
attributes in this study are naturally dichotomous, we can easily generate membership
accordingly. The membership score ranges from 0 to 1, where 1 represents full
membership (i.e. presence) and 0 represents no membership (i.e. absence). For
instance, promotion provides only cash coupon with limited time and only for
members will be coded as 1 for cash coupon, time limitation and exclusivity and 0 for
premium.

Step 3: Truth Table and Consistency Measure
Truth table is the key device used in QCA. In the crisp set context (uses only binary
variables), a truth table simply shows each combination of conditions (configuration)
and the proportions of the cases with certain configuration that can achieve the
outcome of interest (Thiem & Duşa, 2013). Consistency is the metric used to measure
the extent to which the cases with a certain combination agree in displaying the
outcome (Rihoux, 2006). Consistency indicates the proportion of cases achieving the
outcome. For example, 8 of 10 cases with a given combination display the outcome,
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and then the consistency is 0.8. Consistency is a metric for assessing the sufficiency
of a given combination. Consistency values range from "0", which indicates no
consistency, to "1", which indicates perfect consistency. It resembles the notion of
significance in statistical models that enables set-theoretic methods to account for the
randomness by incorporating probabilistic criteria (Braumoeller & Goertz, 2000;
Ragin, 2000; Schneider & Grofman, 2006). Ragin (2000) employed a z-test to compare
observed proportion (proportion of cases exhibiting a combination) with “population”
proportion and suggested a specified benchmark proportion. Researchers can vary the
benchmark to match the nature of data and achieve different strength of the statement
tested. Based on the previous research in promotion, we set 0.75 as the benchmark for
consistency to select effective configurations (Longest & Vaisey, 2008). Specifically,
the threshold value of 0.75 for consistency suggests that to pass the significance test,
we require at least 75 percent of the cases in a specific configuration of promotion
attributes to achieve the expected level of sales or WOM impact.

Table 3 presents the consistency measures for all 16 configurations. We distinguish
two specific purposes of online promotions: to stimulate sales, or to generate WOM
impact. Sales are measured by accumulative monthly sales after the release of
promotion campaign, and impact is measured through the volume of received reviews.
We treat sales and WOM impact as dummy variables and code them into high versus
low level using median-split method, following the previous commonly used practice
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in literature (Longest & Vaisey, 2008). As shown in Table 3, the figures in bold and
with underline represent effective combinations. We give each configuration an ID to
make it clear for comparison later; “N” means the number of observations in that
combination.

[Insert Table 3]

Step 4: Logical Reduction and Coverage Measure
Table 4 summarized the results of all configurations that can achieve promotion
effectiveness and fit different promotion purposes. We found out that two
configurations of promotion attributes (#CASH*PRE*LIMIT*EXCLU# and
#CASH*PRE*LIMIT*exclu#) have high consistencies to generate high WOM impact;
and

the

other

two

configurations

(#cash*PRE*limit*EXCLU#

and

#CASH*PRE*LIMIT*exclu#) are effective to achieve more sales. The next step of the
configuration analysis is to eliminate redundant elements according to logical
reduction. For example, two configurations are effective to achieve high volume of
WOM: #CASH*PRE*LIMIT*EXCLU# and #CASH*PRE*LIMIT*exclu#. The final,
‘‘reduced’’ configuration is simply #CASH*PRE*LIMIT#, showing that whether the
promotion is exclusive or not is irrelevant to get more word-of-mouth impact. Thus,
promotions offering cash coupon and premium in a limited time period are good
enough for generating WOM impact.
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[Insert Table 4]
After logic deduction, we need to calculate a coverage measure for each final sufficient
configuration. While consistency is a measure of the extent to which a subset
relationship is significant, coverage is a measure of its empirical relevance reflecting
the proportion of an outcome set that comes from this consistent memberships (Ragin,
2006). The expected outcome of interest may be achieved though different paths
(George & Bennett, 1979; George & Bennett, 2005; Mackie, 1965). Potentially, there
is more than one configuration of promotion attributes that lead to a certain outcome.
Coverage thus gauges the empirical importance of each sufficient but not necessary
combination for achieving the outcome. The coverage value is roughly equivalent to
partitioning explained variation in a conventional regression model, such as the R
square and partial correlation coefficients, even though these two methodologies are
conceptually different (Schneider & Grofman, 2006). Measuring coverage allows for
a very fine-grained analysis of equifinality by giving us insights into the relative
importance and unique contribution of different causal combinations. When there are
several different paths leading to equally desirable outcome, the coverage of a single
causal combination might be small. The summary of consistency and coverage are all
included in Table 5.

[Insert Table 5]
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5.3.3 Testing of Propositions
We now use these findings to examine the propositions. As presented in Table 5,
#CASH*PRE*LIMIT*exclu# and #cash*PRE*limit*EXCLU# are two configurations
that are found to be effective to boost sales. One attribute germane to sales stimulation
namely “premium” presents in both configurations. The absence of premium generally
inhibits sales stimulation, but whose sole presence is not sufficient to stimulate sales.
Apart from premium, the other three promotion attributes have trade-off effects in
these two configurations. Both the presence and absence of the other three attributes
can lead to desirable outcome under different conditions. Cash coupon and time
limitation can foster sales in the first case and inhibit sales in the second case, while
exclusivity can foster sales in the second case and inhibit sales in the first case. Both
sufficient configurations in the final output contain no less than three promotional
attributes. Thus, the appearance of ideal outcome requires complex configured effects
among core promotional attributes in a configuration. Based on this result, the first
proposition that individual attributes, depending on how they are configured with other
attributes, may foster or inhibit adoption was supported.

Moreover, both #CASH*PRE*LIMIT*exclu# and #cash*PRE*limit*EXCLU# can
stimulate sales. It indicates that there is more than one configuration that can achieve
the desired outcome. The fact that more than one route can lead to ideal outcome
(equalfinality) actually reflects consumers’ different underlying motivation and how
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they holistically perceive sales promotion. Proposition 2 that there is more than one
configuration that can achieve promotion effectiveness is then supported.

All effective promotion configurations are comprised of different combinations of
promotion attributes, and each promotion attribute seems compensatory with one
another. For instance, if we look at the two effective configurations to stimulate sales,
#CASH*PRE*LIMIT*exclu# and #cash*PRE*limit*EXCLU#, the time limitation
and exclusivity are two promotion attributes, one’s presence being along with the
absence of the other. In the later section of hypothesis development, we will discuss
more details about how the co-existence of these two attributes will inhibit promotion
effectiveness. Proposition 3 that the match between the construal levels of any two
dimensions will generate more WOM impact and sales, and the effect of distance
induced by one dimension will diminish as the distance induced by the other dimension
increases is supported.

5.4 The Effect of Brand Strength
In section 5.3.2, we have explained how we did QCA analysis using four steps to find
out effective configurations of promotion attributes. In this section, we include brand
strength of the promoted product as an additional variable as it is believed to have
critical implications on the design of effective promotion (Chen, Monroe, & Lou, 1998;
Fibich, Gavious, & Lowengart, 2007). Price is used as the proxy to measure brand
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strength in this study, as higher prices could signal higher brand strength to consumers
(François & MacLachlan, 1995). We used medium splitting of price to code brand
strength as high versus low level. The truth table and consistency measures are shown
in Table 6. To facilitate the comparison of the results in this analysis and the previous
analysis (without brand strength), we matched the ID of 32 configurations in this
analysis with their corresponding 16 configurations in Table 3. As we added in one
more variable (brand strength), each configuration of promotion attributes in Table 3
would appear twice accompanying with either strong brand (high price) or weak brand
(low price). To make the table easier to read, we added an “L” in ID for configurations
with low price while added an “H” for configurations with high price. For instance,
#CASH*PRE*LIMIT*EXCLU# is identified with ID of “1” in Table 3,
#price*CASH*PRE*LIMIT*EXCLU# will be labeled as “1L” in its ID in Table 6 and
#PRICE*CASH*PRE*LIMIT*EXCLU# as “1H”.

[Insert Table 6]

As we further divided the data into 32 configurations, some combinations are lack of
enough observations. According to Fiss (2011), the minimum acceptable number of
best-fit cases was set at “three”. We exclude the configuration with insufficient
frequency from the analysis even though it shows high consistency (i.e., the ones being
crossed out in Table 6). We further summarize the effective configurations that fit
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different promotion purposes in Table 7 If we compare Table 4 and Table 7, all
effective configurations (except for configuration 1) found in the price-excluded
analysis appear again in the price-included analysis, as shown in bold in Table 7.
Configuration 1 fails to deliver high consistency in price-included analysis. In
particular, the consistency of configuration 1H is 0.727 (22 observations, highly close
to the threshold of 0.75), and configuration 1L has a consistency of 0.500 (4
observations, possibly could rise if more observations included).

[Insert Table 7]

Taking a closer look at the type of giveaways in price-included analysis results as
shown in Table 7, we found that effective configurations of strong brands tend to offer
non-monetary giveaways (premium) while those of weak brands offer monetary
giveaways (cash coupon). To further investigate whether the presence of premium
would improve promotion effectiveness for strong brands, we did a comparison
between effective configurations with and without the presence of premium. We
wonder whether the consistency will drop when premium is absent while keeping the
other attributes consistent. The results of the comparisons are shown in Table 8. When
the promotion purpose is to generate word-of-mouth impact, the absence of premium
reduces the consistency of each effective configuration: the consistency of 0.83 in 3H,
reduced to 0.71 in 7H; the consistency of 0.75 in 2H, reduced to 0.54 in 8H, and
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consistency of 0.75 in 9H, reduced to 0.26 in 14H. When the promotion purpose is
to accelerate sales, the consistencies of all three effective promotions also dropped
significantly, comparing to those in corresponding configurations where the premium
is absent.

[Insert Table 8]

Besides the cases linking strong brand and premium, we also investigated the effective
configurations of weak brand promotions with and without cash coupons. The results
of the comparisons are shown in Table 9. We observed that the consistencies of
configurations offering cash coupon is generally greater than those do not offer cash
coupons. Configuration 6L has only 3 observations that had not fulfill the threshold
for minimum requirement for analysis thus was excluded from the analysis.

[Insert Table 9]

Based on this interesting observation in the field data analysis results, we developed
out first hypothesis for future testing the experimental setting. Please refer chapter 6
for details.
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Hypothesis 1: Monetary giveaways are more effective for weak brand while nonmonetary giveaways are more effective for strong brand.

5.5 Joint-Effect of Exclusivity and Time Limitation
Referring to the results in Table 5, there are two effective configurations that can
stimulate sales (configuration 9: #cash*PRE*limit*EXCLU# and configuration 3:
#CASH*PRE*LIMIT*exclu#). These effective promotions set constraints either in
terms of time limitation or targeting to certain consumer segments. It seems limited
time and exclusivity will not appear at the same time for effective promotion
configurations. A closer look at the effective configurations that can stimulate sales in
price-included analysis (Table 7) also reveals that five out of six effective
configuration contains either time limitation or exclusivity (9H, 3H, 14L, 11L and 2H).
Only configuration 1L contains both of these two attributes. Given that we have only
4 observations in 1L, its persuasion power is not strong enough to dismiss our
conjecture that the combination of time limitation and exclusivity in a single promotion
design will discourage consumers to purchase promoted product. To prove whether
these two attributes should be mutual exclusive, we did a comparison among
configurations with both attributes present at the same time or separately. We first did
the comparison in price-excluded analysis (Table 5) between effective configurations
that can stimulate sales with their corresponding counterparts. With the variation in the
design of time limitation and exclusivity, promotions use the same design in other
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attributes. The comparisons are listed in Table 10, we use solid line to separate two
blocks that each block contains one effective configuration (highlighted) and use
dotted line to separate those corresponding configurations to effective ones in each
block. We see a big drop in the consistency of configurations that result in a good
outcome.

[Insert Table 10]

Configuration 1 and configuration 11 share the same design in giveaways, but vary in
terms of time limitation and exclusivity. The consistency measure drops significantly
from 0.83 (when exclusivity is applied and time limitation is not) to 0.50 (when both
constrains are applied). Similarly, for configuration 2 (#CASH*PRE*LIMIT*exclu#),
if we add exclusivity together (configuration 9), the consistency drops from 0.75 to
0.58. From these results, we are more confident that time limitation and exclusivity
should better not appear at the same time. One might argue the drop in consistency
measure is due to individual effect (main effect) of time limitation or exclusivity that
is confounded in the joint effect of time limitation and exclusivity. We then repeated
the configurations comparison for price-included analysis and summarized the results
in Table 11.

[Insert Table 11]
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Same as Table 10, we use solid line to separate different effectiveness configurations
and use dotted line to separate them with their counterpart. As the observation number
of configuration 1L, 3L and 2L does not reach our minimum requirement, they are
excluded for analysis. For other effective configurations, if both time limit and
exclusivity are designed in campaigns, the possibility of showing an effective sales
stimulation will be lower (lower consistency). Configuration 11L with both time
limitation and exclusivity absent, though be proved as effective, is not our interest in
the moment. Look into its’ counterpart 5L, where both time limitation and exclusivity
presence, the consistency is lowest comparing to 7L and 8L, where only one of these
two attributes presence. Nonetheless, the consistency is very close, therefore further
study is needed to confirm the effect in chapter 6.

After analyzing the effective configurations for stimulating sales, we then refer back
to the configurations that can generate more impacts. In price-excluded analysis (Table
5), the configuration proven to be effective to generate more impact after logic
reduction is #CASH*PRE*LIMIT#, which is generated by combining two individual
configurations: #CASH*PRE*LIMIT*EXCLU# and #CASH*PRE*LIMIT*exclu#.
This result implies that whether promotion is designed to certain people will not
influence the effectiveness of the promotion as long as the other three attributes are all
present. Probably, the presences of both time limitation and exclusivity will not
influence generating impacts, although have negative impacts on stimulating sales. For
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further affirmation, we did a configuration comparison with promotion purpose of
generating more impact on price-included analysis results, and the comparisons are
listed in Table 12. Four configurations were found to be effective to generate impact,
namely “5L”, “2H”, “3H” and “9H”. Both restrictions, namely time limitation and
exclusivity, exit in configuration “5L”. Then, we compared “5L” with “7L” and “8L”,
so that we can keep types of giveaways consistently to compare the effect of the
coexistence of time limitation and exclusivity. Different from promotions to stimulate
sales, the consistency dropped when time limitation and exclusivity are mutual
exclusive. Even though “2H” and “3H” are both with one of these two attributes either time limitation or exclusivity – the consistency when both restrictions exit in
“1H” still obtained high result (0.73) and close to our threshold 0.75. As configuration
9H’s corresponding partner “6H” has limited observation that even did not fulfill the
minimum requirement of our analysis, we can hardly put confidence on the
comparison of “9H” and “6H”.

[Insert Table 12]

Based on the analysis and comparison, it is most likely that the exclusivity and time
limitation should not appear at the same time to stimulate sales but their presence will
not influence the impact generation. It can be explained that when considering making
purchase, consumers concern about feasibility (Kardes, Cronley, & Kim, 2006; Kyung
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et al., 2014; Liberman, Trope, & Wakslak, 2007). That is to say, if the promotion
viewer is not the member of the firm that provides sales promotion, they need to
consider whether it is feasible for them to be the member within the time limitation. In
that case, if a firm offers promotion to members only within a time limitation might
discourage non-member consumers and further inhibit sales. However, they may
consider the promotion is related to others, such as friends, colleges or family members,
thus they are willing to share the promotion. Based on the analysis, we developed our
second hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2: Combining exclusivity and time limitation will nullify sales stimulation,
but will not influence impact generation.

5.6 Limitations of Study One
Although set-theoretic methods (QCA) can contribute significantly to promotion
research, same as any other research approach, it has limitations. Literature suggest
that QCA is sensitive to variables, sensitivity to the sample, and sensitivity to measures
(Schneider & Wagemann, 2010). For variables selection, the variables included in our
analysis were selected by a comprehensive review of the extant literature on promotion.
We consider only two promotion purposes, namely generating WOM impact and sales.
This could be a limitation because effective configurations of promotion attributes
emerging from the findings may not be generalized to other situations such as remove
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inventory. Future research might include other promotion purposes into the framework
and build up a comprehensive understanding in promotion design.

Another limitation of set-theoretic methods is sensitivity to the sample. Once the
sample has been identified, selection on the dependent variable during the analysis is
perfectly admissible to evaluate necessary conditions (Most & Starr, 1989). In fact,
only cases that showing the outcome should be included in the analysis of necessary
conditions (Fiss, 2007). Otherwise, included irrelevant cases (where the outcome is
not present) will lead to bias in findings and mislead interpretations (Braumoeller &
Goertz, 2000).

A common query on QCA is about its calibrated measure of performance based on
conceptual thresholds. Membership measures calibrated highly depend on scholars’
substantive knowledge about good performance. Besides, the actual sales, other
performance measures of interest and relevant are also worth investigation, such as the
performance compared other firms, stock market expectations, and so forth (Fiss,
2007).

Apart from the promotion realm, QCA can also be applied to analyze other complex
consumer reaction phenomenon that includes sophisticated trade-offs among multiple
factors. For instance, set-theoretic methods can be used to investigate the complex
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trade-offs among advertisement element, such as message strategy, medium and
recipients. Such investigations can offer important empirical insights to develop
market strategy.

Study one went beyond conventional quantitative analysis to use set-theoretic methods
for studying cases as configurations. This methodology treats promotion
configurations as different types of cases, through which QCA can help to identify
sufficient or necessary attribution combination for outcome. By using Boolean algebra,
it is assumed that promotional attributes affect sales and WOM by how they align with
each other, rather than individual attributes per se. However, as field data are lack of
control, further study is needed to verify the hypotheses developed in this study.
Therefore, we designed three experiments to test the two hypotheses developed in this
study.
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Chapter 6. STUDY TWO – EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Overview of Experiments
Although Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) has strong explorative element, its
results are always provisional and should be confirmed by additional case studies or
statistical analyses (Schneider & Wagemann, 2010). The goal of this chapter is to
experimentally examine the two hypotheses based on the results of QCA. We conduct
three experiments to test these hypotheses. Both Experiment 1 and 2 test H1 that
effectiveness of promotional methods (monetary vs. non-monetary) depends on the
brand strength (strong vs. weak). We adopt two forms of dependent measures in the
two experiments - a binary product choice in Experiment 1 and a continuous
behavioral intention measure in Experiment 2. Experiment 3 tests H2 that the inclusion
of multiple restrictions on promotion could reduce purchase intention.

6.2 Experiment 1
The purpose of experiment 1 is to test our first hypothesis that monetary giveaways
are more effective for weak brand while non-monetary giveaways are more effective
for strong brand.
Method
This experiment was a between-subject single-factor design (strong brand vs. weak
brand) with 72 Lingnan University students (27 undergraduate and 45 postgraduate
students) recruited from marketing courses of E-Commerce and Social Media
Marketing and Marketing Management in 2016. Participants’ age ranged from 18 to
28 years old, and most of them were female (69.4%). They were randomly assigned to
the two experimental conditions.
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Participants were asked to imagine that brand A was holding a campaign to offer free
giveaway for qualified transaction. Specifically, consumers can choose either a $50
Hong Kong Dollar cash coupon (monetary giveaways) or a free USB flash disk (nonmonetary giveaways) prepared by “company A”, after a purchase of its newest Smart
Band. To manipulate perceived brand strength of brand A, we described a major
competitor brand B, as a reference, and presented their market share from the previous
year. In the strong brand condition, we described brand A with 30% market share while
brand B had 10% market share in Hong Kong. In the weak brand condition, we kept
the market share of brand A the same as 30%, but described brand B as occupying 60%
of the market share (scenarios are shown in Appendix B). Thus, by holding the
absolute market share constant and varying the market share of a reference brand
across conditions, we can manipulate perceived brand strength of the target brand.
After reading the brand description, participants were offered a dichotomous choice as
promotion giveaway between a cash coupon and a USB flash disk.
Data Analysis
Among the 72 participants, 35 participants were from weak brand condition and 37
participants were from strong brand condition. Overall, 36 participants (50%) chose
the monetary giveaway, cash coupon and 36 participants (50%) choose the nonmonetary giveaway, USB flash disk. We observe an opposite choice pattern under
strong and weak brand condition in figure 2. As expected, the majority participants
(62.16%; 23 out of 37) in strong brand condition chose non-monetary giveaway (USB
flash disk) while most participants (62.86%; 22 out of 35) in weak brand prefer cash
coupon. The difference in proportions was statistically significant (Z = 2.12, p < .05).

[Insert Figure 2]
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Discussion
Experiment 1 provides initial evidence that the people’s preference between monetary
giveaways and non-monetary giveaways depends on perceived brand strength. By
manipulating brand strength directly, we successfully flipped participants’ choice
between a free cash coupon (monetary giveaway) and a free flash drive (non-monetary
giveaway). As a limitation in this experiment, we did not check for manipulation. In
the next experiment, we address the lack of manipulation check and aim to generalize
our findings in three ways. First, we will present only one type of giveaways and
measure participants’ interest in the campaign. This approach allows us to avoid a
forced choice situation adopted in experiment 1, and to capture their interest on a
continuous basis. Second, since brand strength consists both brand awareness and
brand association (Keller, 1993; Ryu & Feick, 2007), experiment 1 only captured
brand awareness. Thus, in the next experiment, we will manipulate brand strength
through both brand awareness and brand association. Finally, because this experiment
was conducted in Hong Kong and the majority of our participants (98.6%) were
Chinese, we want to test our hypothesis with participants with different demographic
background in the next experiment.

6.3 Experiment 2
Experiment 2 aims to replicate the findings from experiment 1 with a variation of study
design. To do so, we made up an Asian leather brand “Orola” in the scenario, and
manipulated its brand strength. We expect to generalize our findings with new
manipulation and in a different product category. We further changed the dependent
variable measurements. In the first experiment, participants were forced to choose
between two free giveaway options. In contrast, this experiment does not force
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participants to make a decision. Specifically, we present only one type of giveaway
and assess its perceived attractiveness, shop visit likelihood, and information sharing
likelihood, to capture sales and WOM in our conceptual model.

Our secondary goal in the experiment is to explore why people like the giveaway
differently across level of brand strength. As we mentioned in literature review, when
consumers are offered promotion with monetary giveaway, such as discount, they can
extract the giveaway value from price they are gonging to pay. However, consumers
have no knowledge about the monetary value of a gift so that they cannot perform
statistical reduction from the original price.

In this case, when no other available

information can suggest the value of gift, brand is the most obvious cue for value
inference. People may infer a non-monetary giveaway from a strong brand more as
more valuable than that from a weak brand. If so, we wonder whether the disclosure
of monetary value of gift will attenuate the effect of brand strength, given that the exact
value is listed out and no inference is needed. To test this mechanism, we add a value
disclosure condition such that the use of non-monetary gift will be presented with
value information.

Method
A total of 200 participants (108 males; age range from 18 to 68 with average = 34 years
old) were recruited from an Amazon Mechanical Turk (www.MTurk.com) to
participate in this experiment for payment. The study employed a 2 (brand strength:
strong vs. weak) x 3 (giveaway type: monetary giveaway vs. non-monetary giveaway
vs. non-monetary giveaway with exact value) between-subjects design.
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After greeting the participants, we described a hypothetic brand called “Orola” as an
Asian leather factory with its own retail stores, producing leather jackets, footwear,
handbags and accessories. Next, we showed them a brand ranking, which lists 5 brands
based on Asian consumer’s preference. Among these brands, three were relatively
unknown brand to our US participants (e.g., “Diafvine” from Korea, “Akris” from
Swiss and “Ganzo” from Japan), while the remaining two brands included our target
brand “Orola” and a well-known brand “Coach”. We created two versions of the list
to manipulate perceived brand strength toward Orola. Specifically, we located the
target brand, Orola from Asia, at a stronger (weaker) ranking position relative to a
reference brand, Coach. In the strong brand condition, Orola was ranked as 5 but
Coach was ranked as 25, while in the weak brand condition, we reversed the ranking
by placing Orola at 25 and Coach at 5. We controlled the remaining brands at the
ranking of 10 for Diafvine, 15 for Akris, and 20 for Ganzo (see the stimuli in Appendix
B). We assume the ranking will influence participant’s perception of both brand
awareness and three dimensions of brand association conceptualized by previous
research, specifically are brand image, brand attitude, and perceived quality (Low &
Lamb Jr, 2000). The manipulation check later supports this assumption.

Next, we randomly displayed one of the three promotional campaigns to assess their
attractiveness. All three campaigns required a minimum spending of $99 to receive the
giveaway. In the monetary giveaway condition, the promotion included a $15 dollar
instant discount. In the non-monetary giveaway condition, a free Orola’s leather
cleanser will be given. In the non-monetary giveaway with exact value condition, the
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promotion was the same as the non-monetary giveaway condition with additional
value information for the leather cleanser as “approximate at $15.”

After participants viewed the promotion, they were asked to rate the attractiveness of
the promotion on a 7-point scale (1= very unattractive; 7=very attractive) as well as
their likelihood to visit Orola’s online store and their likelihood to share the promotion
to friends on 7-point scales (1 = very unlikely; 7 = very likely). To confirm the use
of Coach brand as the reference to infer relative brand strength of Orola, we also used
7-point scales to measure brand familiarity (1 = very unfamiliar, 7 = very familiar) and
brand strength (brand awareness and three factors of brand associations) of the five
brands on 7-point scales. At the end, we measured their frequency of purchasing
leather products as a control variable, and concluded with demographic questions.

Data Analysis
We checked for participants’ brand familiarity on the five brands listed in ranking, and
results are shown in Figure 3. As expected, participants were more familiar with Coach
(Mean = 4.72, SD = .98) than the rest of the brands (comparing to Mcoach = 4.72: MAkris
= 1.34, t (185) = -19.56, p < .01; MDiafvine = 1.34, t (183) = -19.76, p < .01; MGanzo =
1.38, t (184) = -18.80, p < .01; MOrola = 1.36, t (184) = -17.98, p < .01), suggesting that
participants may anchor on Coach and use it as the reference for determining brand
strength.
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[Insert Figure 3]

Besides familiarity to these brands, we also did a manipulation check of subjects’
perceived brand strength by asking subjects their perceived popularity of “Orola”
brand association. The manipulation check results (Figure 4) showed that participants
perceived Orola as stronger in strong brand condition comparing to that in weak brand
condition on brand awareness (MStrong = 5.71, MWeak = 3.49; t (198) = 9.58, p < .01)
and three aspects on brand association including brand image (MStrong = 5.70, MWeak =
3.67; t (197) = 8.60, p < .01), perceived quality (MStrong = 5.56, MWeak = 3.73; t (198)
= 7.48, p < .01) and brand attitude (MStrong = 5.35, MWeak = 3.51; t (198) = 7.67, p
< .01).

[Insert Figure 4]

Next, we conduct a two-way ANOVA analysis to test if participants’ perceived
attractiveness towards the promotion and behavior intention differs across
experimental conditions (see Table 13 for the ANOVA results). In each brand strength
condition (strong and weak), we have three types of giveaways. According to our
hypothesis, we expect higher mean in strong brand non-monetary condition
(comparing to strong brand monetary condition) and higher mean in weak brand
monetary condition (comparing to weak brand non-monetary condition) for both
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attractiveness of promotion and participants’ behavior. The non-monetary with value
condition was added to test whether people will response differently when the gift
value unfolded. Detailed analysis is presented forthwith.

[Insert Table13]

Since our primary goal is to investigate the different impact of giveaway type, in the
following analysis, we will focus on monetary vs. non-monetary only. We present the
mean scores of monetary and non-monetary giveaway under strong or weak conditions
in Figure 5 for promotion attractiveness and Figure 6 for behavioral intention.

For attractiveness, our focal interest in this research, the interaction (brand strength vs.
type of giveaway) for promotion attractiveness is close to marginal significant (F (2,
193) = 2.25, p = .11) after controlling people’s purchase frequency of leather products
(F (1, 193) = 25.85, p < .01). In weak brand condition, participants showed higher
interest in the monetary giveaways more than those in the non-monetary giveaways
did (MMonetary = 4.31, MNon-monetary = 3.24; t (194) = 2.77, p < .01). Under the strong
brand condition, the result showed no significant difference between monetary and
non-monetary giveaways (MMonetary = 4.07, MNon-monetary = 4.03; t (194) = .08, NS).
Despite participants reported similar perceived promotion attractiveness and their
behavior intention when offered monetary and non-monetary in strong brand condition,
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the change of brand strength inclines the preference balance to monetary giveaways
(in weak brand condition).

[Insert Figure 5]

We created a new variable called behavior intention that combines participants’
likelihood to visit Orola’s online store and willingness to share the campaign to friends
(r = o.8, p < .01), because both of them indicate participants’ compliance to the
promotion. The interaction of brand strength and types of giveaway on behavior
intention is not statistically significant (F (2, 193) = 0.81, NS), and the control variable
does not improve the result. However, we found some directional support in the weak
brand condition. In weak brand condition, participants’ preference on monetary
giveaways is marginal significance (MMonetary = 3.87, MNon-monetary = 3.02; t (194) =
1.65, p = .10). Under the strong brand condition, participant’ behavior intention did
not significant differ for monetary and non-monetary giveaways (MMonetary = 3.87, M
Non-monetary

= 3.74; t (194) = .15, NS).

[Insert Figure 6]
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Discussion
Although H1 is not fully supported, we found some encouraging findings that
monetary giveaways are preferred for weak brand while non-monetary giveaways are
preferred for strong brand. Even though we did not observe a significant preference on
non-monetary giveaways under strong brand, participants showed significant
preference on monetary giveaways in weak brand condition. Both types of giveaways
seem to be equally effective for strong brand in this experiment. However, it may not
be the case in real business settings. Previous research has proved that non-monetary
giveaways, such as premium, provide deal recipients more hedonic benefits (Chandon
et al., 2000). Therefore, although we did manipulate Orola to be perceived as a strong
brand, we can hardly replicate participants’ affective reactions to real strong brand in
Orola because they never interact with this unreal brand before. Participants may still
find it unfamiliar and were not interested in receiving a gift of the brand. Thus, if
choosing a weak brand with higher familiarity as our stimuli, we should be able to
support our hypothesis.

Worth mentioning, by using the same made-up brand “Orola”

in both strong and weak condition, we can rule out the concern that familiarity would
confound with brand strength. Because people’s familiarity towards a same brand
should be consistent across two conditions as we did not provide new brand
information. Statistical analysis also show that participants’ perceived familiarity
towards target brand “Orola” do not differ between two conditions (MStrong = 1.37,
MWeak = 1.34; t (183) = .19, NS).
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Possible mechanism
In addition to testing hypothesis 1, we further explore a possible reason for the effect.
As previous literature suggested, products from strong brand would be perceived as
higher value, we investigate whether people would respond differently if they know
the exact value of a non-monetary giveaway. Results shown that (in Table 14), in strong
brand condition, when the gift was given with a specific value (here is $15), a
significant drop of perceived attractiveness of the promotion (MNon-monetary = 4.03,
MNon-monetary with value = 3.36; t (194) = 1.67, p < .10) and a reduced behavior intention
was observed (MNon-monetary = 3.74, MNon-monetary with value = 3.08; t (194) = 1.67, p < .1).
In contrast, for weak brand condition, the effect of unveiling the actual value of gift
was nonsignificant (Attractiveness: M Non-monetary = 3.24, MNon-monetary with value = 3.06; t
(194) = .46, NS; Behavior intention: M Non-monetary = 3.02, MNon-monetary with value = 2.83;
t (194) = .47, NS).

[Insert Table 14]

As shown in mean scores, when the gift value is unknown, participants rated the gift
higher in strong brand condition on promotion attractiveness (MStrong_ non-monetary= 4.03,
Mweak_ non-monetary = 3.24; t (194) = -1.97, p = .05) and behavior intention (MStrong_ nonmonetary

= 3.74, MWeak_ non-monetary = 3.02; t (194) = -2.08, p < .05). However, when

participants were informed of the approximate value of gift, brand strength no longer
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creates difference in both attractiveness (MStrong_ non-monetary with value = 4.03, MWeak_ nonmonetary with value

value

= 3.24; t (194) = .72, NS) and behavior intention (MStrong_ non-monetary with

= 3.74, MWeak_ non-monetary with value = 3.02; t (194) = .61, NS). These results suggest

that gift from strong brand is more effective than weak brand only when the gift’s
value is unknown. In other words, explicitly listing a gift’s value of strong brand makes
it less attractive and becomes as attractive as that from a weak brand.

In the give value absence condition, the estimated monetary value of the gift did not
differ between the strong and weak brand conditions (Mean = 16.61 vs. Mean = 15.15;
t (64) = .56; NS). The estimated value was close to the value labeled in the nonmonetary conditions. Unfortunately, this result was not consistent with our proposed
explanation that people would infer a higher gift value from a strong brand, which
making a non-monetary gift more attractive. This unexpected result may due to the gift
selected, leather cleanser, was generally perceived as an everyday product and a
standard value was stored in one’s memory. In other words, it is likely that if we change
the product category to a more price flexible domain, such as jewelry, we will observe
the expected difference in value estimation.

6.4 Experiment 3
The third experiment aims to examine the second hypothesis that Combining
exclusivity and time limitation will nullify sales stimulation, but will not influence
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impact generation. In other words, exclusivity and time limitation are better mutual
exclusive, comparing with appearing simultaneously, to stimulate more sales. In
addition, we expect this effect could dissipate in generating word-of-mouth impacts.

Method
A total of 148 Lingnan University students (105 females; Mage = 20.80, SD = 2.82)
from the courses of E-Commerce and Social Media Marketing, Marketing
Management, and Microeconomics for Business in 2016 participated voluntarily.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions in a 2 (Time
limitation: deadline presence vs. deadline absence) x 2 (Exclusivity: exclusive vs.
inclusive) between-subjects design.

Participants were asked to imagine they were shopping in a mall and was given a
Häagen-Dazs coupon, which was offering a BUY ONE GET ONE FREE event- buy
1 scoop ice cream on Friday can get 1 scoop for free. We varied the conditions of the
coupon by showing four versions of coupon. We manipulated time limitation by either
displaying an end date for the promotion campaign as 30 April 2016, which was about
45 days left at the time we conducted the survey, in limited time condition, or did not
list any specific deadline in the deadline absence condition. We manipulated
exclusivity by stating the coupon applies to everyone (inclusivity condition) or to
Häagen-Dazs silver member only (exclusivity condition), which was described as an
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attainable membership status requiring a minimum of HKD 300 spending within a
month at any Hong Kong Häagen-Dazs store. After viewing the coupon, participants
were asked to rate the promotion attractiveness, their likelihood to visit Häagen-Dazs
store by the end of April, and their likelihood to share this promotion/coupon with their
friends. For participants in exclusive promotion conditions, we also measured their
willingness to become a silver member and perceived difficulty of being a silver
member by the coupon deadline. Next, we collected control variables, including
current membership status, purchase frequency at Häagen-Dazs, interests and purchase
frequency of ice cream. At the end, we collected demographic information (Scenarios
are presented in Appendix B).

Data Analysis
Among the 148 responses, 16 did not complete the survey and were therefore excluded
from the analysis. We also removed another 8 current Häagen-Dazs members, who
may feel doubt about the promotional campaign. The exclusion of the 8 participants
did not affect our analysis results. To test H2, we ran a 2 x 2 ANOVA on three
dependent measures, attractiveness, visit likelihood, and sharing likelihood, and
showed the results in Table 15 and Table 16 below.

We use perceived attractiveness and intention to visit store to measure potential sales,
given that they present valuation and purchase intention, respectively; and participants’
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likelihood to share the promotion with friends can help us to predict word-of-mouth
impact. According to our hypothesis, when a promotion adopts both time limitation
and exclusivity, it will bring down sales but will not influence word-of-mouth
generation. In other words, we expect to observe lower perceived attractiveness and
intention to visit store in the condition where both exclusivity and time limitation were
adopted. Such an effect will not occur in the measurement of willingness to share.

We ran a 2 (Time limitation: deadline presence vs. deadline absence) x 2 (Exclusivity:
exclusive vs. inclusive) ANOVA and found that, for dependent measure perceived
promotion attractiveness, the interaction is not statistically significant (F (1, 121) = .53,
NS). The main effect of time limitation (p < .5) and exclusivity (p < .1) are both
significant. As predicted, participants are less attracted for promotion adopts both time
limitation and exclusivity (contrast with “limited time and inclusivity”: t (121) = -2.96,
p < .05; contrast with “Unlimited time and exclusivity”: t (121) = -.98, p = .33; contrast
with “Unlimited time and inclusivity”: t (121) = -4.97, p < .05).

For participants’ willingness to visit Häagen-Dazs stores, in interaction is not
significant (F (1, 121) = 0.45, NS) but only main effect of exclusivity (p < .05).
Participants’ showed no difference in intention to visit store is for promotion adopts
both time limitation and exclusivity and other conditions (contrast with “limited time
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and inclusivity”: t (121) = .98, NS; contrast with “Unlimited time and exclusivity”: t
(121) = -.62, NS; contrast with “Unlimited time and inclusivity”: t (121) = 1.29, NS).

For participants’ willingness to share the promotion with friends, the interaction of
time limitation and exclusivity is not significant (F (1,145) = .51, NS) but only main
effect of exclusivity (p < .05). More importantly, the contrast analyses show no
differences between promotions contain both restrictions and promotions contain one
of the restrictions (contrast “limited time and exclusivity” with only time limitation: t
(121) = -1.33, NS; with only exclusivity: t (121) = .21, NS). The contrast analysis
between promotions contain both the restrictions and promotions contain no
restrictions is marginal significant (t (121) = 1.78, p > .07).

[Insert Table 15]
[Insert Table 16]

Discussion
In this experiment, we investigated consumer’s reaction for promotion adopted both
time limitation and exclusivity, and found that people perceived the simultaneous
presentation as less attractive but still willing to share it to friends. Thus, H2 is mainly
supported. When consider following the promotion, consumers primary concern is
whether the promotion is feasible for them. For deal non-recipient, implementing time
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limitation to promotion will reduce their perceived feasibility because it requires time
to be recipient, such as a member, and time limitation set constrains on it. In that case,
if a firm offers promotion to members only within a time limitation might discourage
non-member consumers and further inhibit sales. Although consumers may consider
such promotion not applicable for themselves, they may think it is relevant to their
friend. As a result, they are still willing to share the promotion information with others.

In this study, conditions contain exclusivity that offers only to Häagen-Dazs silver
members generally obtained low scores in perceived promotion attractiveness (p < .01)
and participant’ willingness to visit and share (ps < .05). This could be a result of the
manipulated requirement for being Häagen-Dazs silver members that request people
to spend 300 HKD in a month. A 300 HKD spending could be an economic concern
for our university participants in the study. Consequently, they expressed lower
interests for the promotion that required them to first become silver members.
Therefore, the presence of exclusivity created a “floor effect” that left limited room for
further impairment when introducing time limitation, For example, the contrast
analysis for promotion attractiveness between “limited time and exclusivity” and
“unlimited time and exclusivity” is not significant. It may due to our design of
exclusivity, which required monetary investment. Measurably, the result pattern gave
us confidence that the expected results could present with after modifying the design
of exclusivity.
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Even though there are differences among conditions on reported perceived
attractiveness, when we ask for participants’ willingness to visit store, the reported
visit intention become similar low. This discrepancy between reported promotion
attractiveness and participant’s visit intention may be explained by the theory of
reasoned action (Figure 4). Reasoned action suggests that attitude towards behavior
with respect to the object (take the promotion) are not only determined by attitude
toward the object (promotion campaign) but also determined by perceived behavioral
control (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1988). When people believe that they have little control
over performing the behavior, people will exhibit low interest to perform that behavior
even they possess positive attitudes. For example, one can hold positive attitude
towards Van Gogh’s painting but express little interests to purchase it due to high price.
Similarly, although participants showed high interests in the promotion per se, they
may concern about whether they have time during March or April (as asked in the
question) to visit Häagen-Dazs stores due to heavy study load, given that the time is
near to mid-term tests, final projects and final examinations. Thus, participants’
showed low interest to visit store regardless of conditions and the low perceived
behavior control could be the reason.

[Insert Figure 7]
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Chapter 7. GENERAL DISCUSSION
This thesis draws on configuration theory and promotion literature to examine what
makes an effective promotion design and offer insights to managers on the design of
promotions that can increase sales or generate impact. It provides an integrative
framework to demonstrate how promotion attributes should be aligned with one
another and fit specific promotion purpose and brand strength to produce WOM impact
and product sales. Our empirical and experimental study results have meaningful
implications for marketing in the online context and provide rich insight into the design
of promotion strategies, which will help managers to formulate effective promotion
campaigns that achieve their marketing objectives. The three key promotion attributes
under our investigation are promotion giveaways, time limitation and exclusivity.

To achieve our research objectives, both Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) of
the field data and conventional experiments were adopted as research methodology in
this thesis. In the field data study of 625 online promotion campaigns, we borrowed
the strong explorative power of QCA to figure out effective configuration of promotion
attributes and developed two hypotheses. The first hypothesis is that monetary
giveaways are more effective for weak brands while non-monetary giveaways are
more effective for strong brands. The second hypothesis is that combining exclusivity
and time limitation will nullify sales stimulation, but will not influence impact
generation. Three experiments were conducted to test these hypotheses and draw
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causal inferences in regard to the integrative effect of promotion attributes and brand
strength on promotion effectiveness. Experiment 1 and 2 were designed to test
hypothesis 1. In the first experiment, we conducted a single factor between-subject
scenario-based experiment with Chinese students as our participants. In the second
experiment, we carried a 2 (brand strength: strong vs. weak) x 3 (giveaway type:
monetary giveaway vs. non-monetary giveaway vs. non-monetary giveaway with
exact value) between-subject design with 200 US participants. We used different
manipulations and dependent measures in these two experiments and both of them
showed satisfactory results. Experiment 3 was designed to test the second hypothesis
through a 2 (Time limitation: limited time presence vs. limited time absence) x 2
(Exclusivity: exclusive vs. inclusive) between-subject design with 148 university
students as participants. We found encouraging results that the inclusion of multiple
restrictions on promotion could reduce purchase intention but will not influence impact
generation. The findings in this thesis can offer insights to scholars and managers on
the design of promotions that can increase promotion effectiveness.

7.1 Theoretical Contributions
Firstly, previous promotion literatures examine promotion attributes separately and
only focus on their main effects on promotion effectiveness. This thesis investigates
how different promotion attributes interact with one another to stimulate sales and
generate WOM impact. We propose that to make normative judgments based on the
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individual effect of promotion attributes is far from enough, for three reasons. First, a
single attribute can either foster or inhibit promotion effectiveness, depending upon
how it is configured with other attributes. Second, different promotion attributes,
which represent different dimensions of mental construal, could be complementary
with each other. Third, there is more than one effective configuration that can achieve
the same outcome of interest. Our empirical findings and experimental results will help
promotion researchers and practitioners better understand the impact of promotion
attributes on sales stimulation and impact generation. The three reasons (three
propositions) have been proved in the field data study (Study One). Therefore, the
findings in this thesis can bring new insights to promotion literature regarding
integrative effects of promotion attributes on promotion effectiveness. When
consumers are exposed to a promotion offer, they perceive it as a whole and make
evaluation on the basis of the “holistic” impression on the promotion. We filled the
gap by introducing qualitative comparative analysis into promotion data analysis and
finding out effective configurations that fit specific promotion purpose and brand
strength.

Second, we studied the promotion from both company perspective and consumer
perspective. From company perspective, we identify how to design promotions to
stimulate sales and generate impact. We conducted a field data analysis using QCA to
identify a few interesting and effective configuration of promotion attributes. From
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consumer perspective, we examined consumers’ perception of psychological distance
toward different promotion offers, according to construal level theory. We propose that
the design of each promotion attribute will be perceived as having different
psychological distance to consumers: types of giveaways represent experiential
distance, time limitation represents temporal distance and exclusivity represents social
distance. Construal level theory has never been adopted to explain consumers’
perception of sales promotion, and this thesis will shed lights on it.

7.2 Managerial Implications
The findings of our two studies have meaningful implications for marketers. First,
marketers should notice that introducing an element in promotion campaign is not
simple additive effect. Including an element could backfire promotion effectiveness.
As found in this thesis, the presence of both time limitation and exclusivity will
invalidate sales stimulation resulting from too many constrains are put to consumers.
However, the inclusion of both attributes will not influence impact generation. Often
times we see companies launch exclusive promotion with a limited time to attract
potential consumers. According to our findings, this strategy does help companies to
expand influence but have limited help to encourage consumers’ spending. For
instance, in Hong Kong, Hang Seng Credit Card offers its holders Cash Dollars, which
can be used as instant cash at over 5,500 designated merchant outlets, for spending
made by Hang Seng Credit Card. Occasionally, it will reward extra cash dollars within
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a limited time for spending certain amount or above in partner shops. The extra
rewarded cash dollar may not a success stimulus to prompt customers to apply for its
credit card immediately after seeing the promotion, but it can bring discussion about
the promoted credit card. In a nutshell, understanding how consumers respond to time
limitation and exclusivity will provide marketers more foresights in designing
promotions.

Second, companies should have a clear purpose for launching a promotion because
effective promotion attribute configurations vary with different promotion purposes.
From the studies we run, we found no single promotion design effective for all
promotion purposes. Therefore, marketers should not expect one promotion to achieve
all purposes and should design different promotion to fit their purposes. It's a matter
of leverage. For instance, many companies offer member-only limited time discounts
to reward their members for their repeated purchase, but the repeated sales were gained
at the expense of sales from non-recipients.

Another implication of the studies is that brand strength should be taken into account
when designing promotions. The success of promotions for certain companies is not
replicable because promotion effectiveness is also determined by brand strength. As
suggested by our findings, consumers prefer monetary giveaways to non-monetary
giveaways if the promotion is offered by a weak brand, while non-monetary giveaways
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are preferred if the promotion is offered by a strong brand. For example, many
cosmetics brands (ie. Lancome, Givenchy and Shu uemura ect.) offers limited edition
products or limited quantity of gifts during Christmas to stimulate consumption and
keep their premium price. Though this kind of strategy works well for these wellknown brands, it may not be a wise choice for emerging small companies. This strategy
works only when the product is perceived as scarcity resources in the eyes of
consumers and they feel owning the product can maintain their self-esteem.

7.3 Limitations and Future Research
The meaningful findings notwithstanding, we highlight a few limitations of the studies
and propose potential routes for future research.

Firstly, only a subset of the promotional (type of giveaways, time limitation and
exclusivity) and non-promotional variables (brand strength) that affect promotion
effectiveness was examined. With the expansion of e-commerce, more online special
promotion tactics are coming to the stage like limited edition and scarcity (i.e. limited
quantity) and uncertain promotion (e.g., sweepstakes). For examples, some sellers
provide free shipping to consumers or they provide special offers in holiday seasons
such as “1111” in Tmall, the most popular B2C online platform in China; some stores
let passersby to play darts to get different discounts. Besides, marketers are becoming
more and more innovative to design promotions. For instance, as the word-of-mouth
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plays an increasingly important role in consumers’ decision, many companies offer
reward for recommendation and utilize social network to send out personalized
promotion. In this thesis, we only concern three types of promotion appeal through
three dimensions of promotion, specifically, types of incentives (monetary vs. nonmonetary), target of promotion (exclusivity) and promotion time (time limitation). In
future research, we can enhance our research scope into other perspective to gain more
insights (e.g. scarcity and certainty), as these new attributes may enhance or inhibit the
effects of other attributes.

Secondly, we only consider two specific promotion purposes: namely to stimulate
sales and to generate WOM impact. However, promotion may serve a number of
purposes depending on the promotion strategies of an organization. For example,
companies may use promotion to remove inventories, encourage consumers to try its
new products, or help to change the image of a firm. Future research should extend the
study by considering other promotion purposes. Furthermore, we can investigate the
mechanism underlying each effective promotion and why they perform differently for
different promotion purposes.

For future research directions, our current framework is based on a static perspective
to examine the effectiveness of promotions. However, many other exogenous variables
could alter consumers’ response to promotion, such as substitutes and complements
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within the store, economic environment in the promotion period and competitive
environment of the marketplace. Besides, consumer’s perception would also fluctuate
with any new information received, thus the effectiveness of promotion could work
interactively with other promotion mix, namely personal selling, advertising, and
publicity. For example, manufacturer could also invest in advertising when they are
launching a promotion campaign. Moreover, the effect of previous promotion could
also affect future ones. Successful promotion would probably bring great discussion;
hence arouse enthusiastic response for next promotion. Therefore, a dynamic view
may provide more valuable insights when examining the long-term effect of promotion
in future research.

Apart from that, in this research we only consider dichotomous transformation of each
promotion attribute and dependent measures by median splitting. In the future research,
one may consider different levels of each variable and try different measurements. For
instance, the duration of each limited time promotion can vary at different time length,
we can try to find the optimal length of time limitation to fit with other promotion
design. For different measurements, in the current research, we use one-month
accumulative sales after promotion launching as dependent measurement because one
month is usually cover the whole life cycle of fashion products in the company we
investigated. If we want to test the effectiveness of the different time length limitation,
we may try to use average daily sales rather than monthly sales to measure promotion
effectiveness.
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Appendix A
Figure 1 Framework for Promotion Effectiveness
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Figure 2 Consumers’ Choice on Promotion Giveaway with Different Brand Strength
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Figure 3 Manipulation Check for Brand Familiarity
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Figure 4 Manipulation Check for Orola’s Brand Strength
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Figure 5 Promotion Attractiveness: Types of Giveaways Fit Brand Strength
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Figure 6 Behavior Intention: Types of Giveaways Fit Brand Strength
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Figure 7 Path Model of the theory of reasoned action
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Behavior

Table 1 Means, Standard Deviations, and Pairwise Correlations of Variables

`X

SD

Mon~

Mon

.67

.47

1

Non

.14

.35

-.08*

1

Lim

.42

.49

.21**

.08*

1

Ex

.45

.50

.12**

.09*

.20**

1

Price

.55

.50

.11**

.14**

.10*

.16**

1

Sales

.50

.50

.23**

-.02

.02

.09*

-.07

1

Imp~

.50

.50

.35**

.042

.16**

.11**

.05

.44**

Non~

Lim~

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Ex~

Price

Sales

Table 2 Configurations of Promotion Attributes
Configurations

Cases

%

CASH*pre*limit*exclu

126

20.16

CASH*pre*LIMIT*EXCLU

95

15.20

cash*pre*limit*exclu

81

12.96

CASH*pre*LIMIT*exclu

76

12.16

CASH*pre*limit*EXCLU

73

11.68

cash*pre*limit*EXCLU

42

6.72

CASH*PRE*LIMIT*EXCLU

26

4.16

cash*pre*LIMIT*exclu

24

3.84

cash*pre*LIMIT*EXCLU

21

3.36

cash*PRE*limit*exclu

20

3.20

CASH*PRE*limit*EXCLU

11

1.76

CASH*PRE*LIMIT*exclu

8

1.28

cash*PRE*LIMIT*EXCLU

6

0.96

cash*PRE*limit*EXCLU

6

0.96

CASH*PRE*limit*exclu

5

0.80

cash*PRE*LIMIT*exclu

5

0.80

625

100%

Total

Note. Cash = cash coupons; Pre = premium; Limit = limited time;
Exclu = exclusivity. Lowercase = attribute absent, upper case = attribute present.
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Table 3 Truth Table and Consistency Measure
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Mon
etary
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

Nonmoneta
ry
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

Consistency

Time
Limitation

Exclu
sivity

N

1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0

1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

26
11
8
5
95
6
76
73
6
5
126
20
21
42
24
81
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Impact

Sales

0.85
0.64
0.75
0.60
0.68
0.33
0.67
0.52
0.33
0.40
0.58
0.25
0.38
0.38
0.08
0.21

0.58
0.64
0.75
0.20
0.47
0.50
0.62
0.53
0.83
0.20
0.68
0.20
0.57
0.69
0.21
0.12

Table 4 Configurations for Effective Promotion before Logic Deduction
ID

Consist Cover
Mone
tary

Nonmonetary

Impact 1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

9

0

1

3

1

1

Sales

Time
Exclusi
Limitation
vity

N

ency

age

26

.85

.25

0

8

.75

.11

0

1

6

.83

.12

1

0

8

.75

.11

Table 5 Configurations for Effective Promotion after Logic Deduction
ID

Mon~

Non~

Time

Exclu
sivity
/

Con.

Cov.

34

.82

.27

N

Impact

1&3

1

1

1

Sales

9

0

1

0

1

6

.83

.12

3

1

1

1

0

8

.75

.11

Con. = Consistency; Cov. = Coverag
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Table 6 The Truth Table and Consistency Measures Including Price
ID

Price

1H
1L
3H
3L
2H
2L
4H
4L
5H
5L
6H
6L
7H
7L
8H
8L
10H
10L
9H
9L
11H
11L
12H
12L
13H
13L
14H
14L
15H
15L
16H
16L

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

Mon
etar
y
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Nonmon
etary
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Time
Limit
ation
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
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Exclus
ivity

N

1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

22
4
6
2
8
3
3
2
73
22
3
3
44
32
35
38
0
5
4
2
56
70
17
3
10
11
23
19
1
23
39
42

Consistency
Imp
Sale
act
s
0.73
0.41
0.50
0.75
0.83
0.83
1.00
0.50
0.75
0.75
0.33
0.00
0.33
0.33
0.50
0.50
0.67
0.49
0.86
0.55
0.33
0.67
0.67
1.00
0.71
0.66
0.63
0.56
0.54
0.40
0.50
0.66
0.00
0.00
0.40
0.20
0.75
1.00
0.00
0.50
0.57
0.55
0.59
0.79
0.18
0.06
0.33
0.33
0.30
0.70
0.46
0.46
0.26
0.61
0.53
0.79
0.00
1.00
0.09
0.17
0.18
0.03
0.24
0.21

Table 7 Configurations for Effective Promotion with Price
ID
Impact

Sales

Con.

Cov.

22

0.86

0.23

0

6

0.83

0.12

0

1

8

0.75

0.11

1

0

1

4

0.75

0.08

0

1

0

1

4

1.00

0.11

3H

1

1

1

0

6

0.83

0.12

14L

0

0

0

1

19

0.79

0.19

11L

1

0

0

0

70

0.79

0.36

2H

1

1

0

1

8

0.75

0.11

1L

1

1

1

1

4

0.75

0.08

Mon

Non

Time

Exclu

N

5L

1

0

1

1

3H

1

1

1

2H

1

1

9H

0

9H

Con. = Consistency; Cov. = Coverag
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Table 8 Configurations Comparison among Strong Brand Promotion with and
without Non-monetary giveaway
Purpose

ID

Impact

Sales

Mon

Non

Time

Exclu

N

Consistency

3H

1

1

1

0

6

0.83

7H

1

0

1

0

44

0.71

2H

1

1

0

1

8

0.75

8H

1

0

0

1

35

0.54

9H

0

1

0

1

4

0.75

14H

0

0

0

1

23

0.26

9H

0

1

0

1

4

1.00

14H

0

0

0

1

23

0.61

3H

1

1

1

0

6

0.83

7H

1

0

1

0

44

0.66

2H

1

1

0

1

8

0.75

8H

1

0

0

1

35

0.40
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Table 9 Configurations Comparison among Weak Brand Promotion with and without
Monetary giveaway
Mon

Non

Time

Exclu

N

Consistency

5L

1

0

1

1

22

0.86

13L

0

0

1

1

11

0.46

14L

0

0

0

1

19

0.79

8L

1

0

0

1

38

0.66

11L

1

0

0

0

70

0.79

16L

0

0

0

0

42

0.21

1L

1

1

1

1

4

0.75

6L

0

1

1

1

3

1.00

ID
Impact

Sales

Table 10 Joint Effects of Time Limitation and Exclusivity on Sales (without Brand
Strength)
I
D

Monetar
y

Nonmonetar
y

Time
Limitatio
n

Exclusivit
y

N

Sales
Consistency

1
11
2
9

0
0
1
1

1
1
1
1

0
1
1
1

1
1
0
1

6
6
8
26

0.83
0.50
0.75
0.58
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Table 11 Joint Effects of Time Limitation and Exclusivity on Sales (with Brand
Strength)
Mon

Non

Time

Exclu

N

Sales

1L

1

1

1

1

4

0.75

3L

1

1

1

0

2

0.50

2L

1

1

0

1

3

0.00

3H

1

1

1

0

6

0.83

2H

1

1

0

1

8

0.75

1H

1

1

1

1

22

0.41

9H

0

1

0

1

4

1.00

6H

0

1

1

1

3

0.67

14L

0

0

0

1

19

0.79

13L

0

0

1

1

11

0.46

11L

1

0

0

0

70

0.79

7L

1

0

1

0

32

0.56

8L

1

0

0

1

38

0.66

5L

1

0

1

1

22

0.55

ID
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Table 12 Joint Effects of Time Limitation and Exclusivity on Impact (with Brand
Strength)
Mon

Non

Time

Exclu

N

Impact

5L

1

0

1

1

22

0.86

7L

1

0

1

0

32

0.63

8L

1

0

0

1

38

0.50

3H

1

1

1

0

6

0.83

2H

1

1

0

1

8

0.75

1H

1

1

1

1

22

0.73

9H

0

1

0

1

4

0.75

6H

0

1

1

1

3

0.33

ID
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Table 13 Summaries of Omnibus ANOVA Results
N
Giveaway
Monetary
Non-monetary
Non~ with value
Monetary
Non-monetary
Non~ with value

Strong Brand

Weak Brand

Interaction
brand * giveaway

31
33
31
39
33
33

P-Value

Attracti
veness
4.07
4.03
3.36
4.31
3.24
3.06

Behavior
Intention
3.87
3.74
3.08
3.87
3.02
2.83

.11

.45

Table 14 Non-Monetary Giveaways with and without Value
N

Strong Brand
Weak Brand

Giveaway
Gift
Gift with value
Gift
Gift with value

Attract
ivenes
s
4.03
3.36
3.24
3.06

33
31
33
33

Behavior
Intention
3.74
3.08
3.02
2.83

Table 15 Mean Scores on Attractiveness, Visit and Share Intention
Limited
Time
Unlimited
Time
Interaction

Attractiveness

Visit

Share

N

Exclusive
Inclusive

3.48
4.50

3.30
3.72

4.33
4.91

27
32

Exclusive
Inclusive

3.82
5.18
0.47

3.03
3.85
0.51

4.24
5.09
0.64

33
33
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Table 16 Overall ANOVA on Attractiveness, Visit and Share Intention
Attract

Visit

Share

d.f.

MS

F

MS

F

MS

F

1

8.05

4.63**

.14

0.53

0.12

.05

Exclusivity

1

44.03

25.3***

11.94

4.39**

14.61

5.58**

Time*

1

.93

.53

1.22

.45

1.33

.51

Error

1

1.74

Total

145

Time
Limitation

Exclusivity

149

2.72

2.62

121

121

(d.f.)

(d.f.)

125

125

(d.f.)

(d.f.)

***Significant at .01 level; **Significant at .05 level; *Significant at .1 level
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Appendix B
Experiment 1 - Strong Brand Scenario
Company A and B are both selling electronic products ( 電子產品) to their clients.
Last year, an industrial survey report (行業研究報告) showed that Company A
occupied 30% the market share ( 市 場 佔 有 率 ) in Hong Kong. Its competitor
Company B only occupied 10% of the market share in Hong Kong.

This month, Company A launches a promotion campaign (推廣活動). Consumers
who buy its newest SmartBand (智能手環) can choose to have either a $50 Hong
Kong Dollar coupon (現金劵) or a free USB flash disk (外置記憶體) prepared by
Company A. Imagine that you are lining up at cashier (排隊付款) in a shopping mall.
You notice that a person ahead of you (排在你前面的人) is buying this SmartBand.
He is going to make a choice between these two offers, which one do you think he will
choose? Please circle your answer.

1. $50 Hong Kong Dollar coupon (現金劵)
憶體)
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2.

Free USB flash disk (外置記

Experiment 1 - Weak Brand Scenario
Company A and B are both selling electronic products ( 電子產品) to their clients.
Last year, an industrial survey report (行業研究報告) showed that Company A only
occupied 30% the market share ( 市 場 佔 有 率 ) in Hong Kong. Its competitor
Company B occupied 60% of the market share in Hong Kong.

This month, Company A launches a promotion campaign (推廣活動). Consumers
who buy its newest SmartBand (智能手環) can choose to have either a $50 Hong
Kong Dollar coupon (現金劵) or a free USB flash disk (外置記憶體) prepared by
Company A. Imagine that you are lining up at cashier (排隊付款) in a shopping mall.
You notice that a person ahead of you (排在你前面的人) is buying this SmartBand.
He is going to make a choice between these two offers, which one do you think he will
choose? Please circle your answer.

1. $50 Hong Kong Dollar coupon (現金劵)
憶體)
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2.

Free USB flash disk (外置記

Experiment 2 - Strong Brand Scenario
Orola Inc. is an Asian leather factory with its own retail stores. It produces leather
jackets, footwear, handbags and accessories. According to Asian consumers'
preference report, the ranking of Orola Inc. last year is shown as below:

Rank

Brand

10

Diafvine

15

Akris

20

Ganzo

25

Coach

Experiment 2 - Weak Brand Scenario
Orola Inc. is an Asian leather factory with its own retail stores. It produces leather
jackets, footwear, handbags and accessories. According to Asian consumers'
preference report, the ranking of Orola Inc. last year is shown as below:

Rank

Brand

5

Coach

10

Diafvine

15

Akris

20

Ganzo
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Experiment 2 - Promotion Monetary Giveaway
Imagine that Orola Inc. is planning to enter the US market, and is interested in
launching an online retail store. As a new comer to the US, Orola is proposing the
following promotion campaign: consumers who purchases $99 USD or above can
enjoy a $15 instant discount:
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Experiment 2 - Promotion Non-monetary Giveaway
Imagine that Orola Inc. is planning to enter the US market, and is interested
in launching an online retail store. As a new comer to the US, Orola is proposing the
following promotion campaign: consumers who purchases $99 USD or above can get
a FREE Orola's leather cleanser:
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Experiment 2 - Promotion Non-monetary Giveaway with Value
Imagine that Orola Inc. is planning to enter the US market, and is interested
in launching an online retail store. As a new comer to the US, Orola is proposing the
following promotion campaign: consumers who purchases $99 USD or above can get
a FREE Orola's leather cleanser (approximate value at $15):
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Experiment 3 – Limited Time with Exclusivity Condition
Imagine that you are shopping in a mall and a Häagen-Dazs salesperson gives you the
following coupon. The coupon says that Häagen-Dazs stores are carrying a BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE promotion. Specifically, any Häagen-Dazs silver member* is eligible
for buying 1 scoop ice-cream on Friday can get 1 scoop for free. The promotion
campaign ends at 30 April 2016.

*To become a silver member, you need to spend at least HKD 300 within a month at
any Häagen-Dazs store in Hong Kong.
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Experiment 3 – Limited Time without Exclusivity Condition
Imagine that you are shopping in a mall and a Häagen-Dazs salesperson gives you the
following coupon. The coupon says that Häagen-Dazs stores are carrying a BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE promotion. Specifically, people buy 1 scoop ice-cream on Friday can
get 1 scoop for free. The promotion campaign ends at 30 April 2016.
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Experiment 3 – Unlimited Time with Exclusivity Condition
Imagine that you are shopping in a mall and a Häagen-Dazs salesperson gives you the
following coupon. The coupon says that Häagen-Dazs stores are carrying a BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE promotion. Specifically, any Häagen-Dazs silver member* is eligible
for buying 1 scoop ice-cream on Friday can get 1 scoop for free.

*To become a silver member, you need to spend at least HKD 300 within a month at
any Häagen-Dazs store in Hong Kong.
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Experiment 3 – Unlimited Time without Exclusivity Condition
Imagine that you are shopping in a mall and a Häagen-Dazs salesperson gives you the
following coupon. The coupon says that Häagen-Dazs stores are carrying a BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE promotion. Specifically, people buy 1 scoop ice-cream on Friday can
get 1 scoop for free.
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